
Chapter? 

SPATIAL & SECTORAL IMPACT OF RAILWAY FREIGHT SPECIAUSATION 

7.1 IR Technology & Freight Specialisation 
The preceding examination of the evolution of IR freight operations had distinguished a sequence of three 
important historical phases covering the periods of railway construction and operational consolidation before 
194 7, and the period of technological rejuvenation and freight development thereafter. [see ch3] It had been 
noted also that the course of freight development set into motion by the priorities of national planning in 
India during the post-Independence period also determined railway wagonfleet composition and the resulting 
IR commodity-freight mix. More stress was thus laid by IR during the planning era on the technological 
upgradation of its freighting and passenger-carrying capabilities than on spatial and operational expansion 
of the IR network. The subsequent period consequently witnessed gradual waning of the infrastructural 
thrust unleashed under the early FYPs, and growing complacency regarding raihyay freight development 
because of autonomous growth of roadways. As noted in several earlier reviews of railway transportation 
planning, 1 the backdrop for this was formed by the quick proliferation of projects and shifting plan focii 
which led eventually to a severe funding crunch, dissipating the earlier infrastructural thrust under the FYPs. 

Although most of theIR's existing route-network was already in place in 1951 when planning began, large 
sections of its permanent way were badly in need of renewal and line upgradation in order that the new 
freighting demands of the FYPs could be met. Considerably more running-track was added or relaid by IR 
after Independence relative to the additions of new route-km to the network, in order to allow the intensification 
of railway freight operations. Coupled with improvements in the permanent way and railway signaling 
systems, new railway investments were made on line electrification and the improvement of coaching and 
traction, as well as on induction of specialised wagon-types into the IR wagonfleet. New allocations of 
railway capital towards these formed part of the technological package for the modernisation of the railways 
in India, as well as for the phasing out of railway technology of an older vintage and obsolete railway stock. 
Consequently the new sunk costs of this package were anticipated to be huge, and were therefore to be 
phased out over successive FYPs. 

It was here that the crux of the problem was encountered .. During the period of initial railway construction, 
the undoubtedly huge costs sunk into railway capital had been met largely through the private borrowings of 
the construction companies against the assurance of guaranteed returns from Government. The paying out 
of interest guarantees over a long period thereafter ensured that the sunk costs were eventually transferred to 
the public exchequer in a deferred manner. However, the capital needs of railway renewal after Independence 
which again involved huge amounts of sunk cost were left jointly to the public capital mobilisation efforts by 
Government under the FYPs and to internal resource generation by IR. Besides staggering the process of IR 
capital renewal, tl)is reduced the magnitude of the operational economies of sc-ale that accrued to IR from the 
process of technological rejuvenation, while also saddling theIR system with new and old railway technologies 
of incompatible vintage. Simultaneously, the willingness to channel new public investment to the railways 
changed considerably over successive FYPs, leaving IR to manage its capital needs as best it could through 
a combination of fund-outsourcing, leasing and internal resource mobilisation, all financed through successive 
upward revisions of railway tariffs and rates. Meanwhile, as the spatial and sectoral spread of IR freight 
services progressively narrowed down to the movement of captive bulk-freight on the upgraded high-density 
railway corridors in order to maintain freight adequacy and running efficiency, the need for parallel public 
investment in an alternative highway network for the country gradually became more amplified. 

In more recent debates around such issues, several opposing viewpoints on the contemporary role of railway 
infrastructure as a public good have emerged. While it is being argued on the one hand that restructuring of 
IR needs to be undertaken in order to 'unbundle' its integrated monopolies and hive several of its non-core 
services off into separate public corporations/ or to completely separate ownership and enterprise functions 
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by eventually corporatising the entire IR organisation into a proposed Indian Railway Corporation [IRC], 
substituting the Railway Board by a new Indian Rail Regulatory Authority [IRRAV it is also being argued 
on the other hand that the capital costs of railway development incurred on projects for line electrification 
and track augmentation projects and o·n other social obligations borne by IR should be entirely funded by 
Government through dividend-free budgetary assistance.4 The phenomenon of .'adverse selection' has thus 
been visibly present in railway planning in India. While critical needs of the IR freight system including 'de
bottlenecking' of the network and the enhancement ofgeneral freighting capacity have gone abegging because 
of the resource crunch, as much as half of IR's Capital Fund has been sunk into gauge conversions and 20-
30 percent of its market borrowings have gone into the construction of new lines without tangible operational 
benefits. While all these issues are germane to the future of railway infrastructure in India, they also reflect 
the critical situation arising from capital shortages that has restricted the pace of railway development over 
the FYPs, gradually eroding the role of IR in the country's transportation infrastructure. 

Since such factors have impacted directly on IR freight operations and also indirectly on the freight operations 
of other alternative transportation modes in India, an attempt will be made during the present discussion to 
evaluate the extent to which the shifting patterns of lR commodity-freight have altered the spatial and 
sectoral balances of the economy. also possibly vitiating the intended directions of economic growth sought 

· to be achieved through the FYPs. In doing so, the analysis will build on the preceding findings relating to IR 
freight cyclicity, by studying the spatial and sectoral character of periodic railway freight bottlenecks through 
their disaggregated impact on zonal railway operations and on the commodity-freigl,t flows between different 
economic sectors and regions. 

The regression exercises in the previous chapter had encountered both longitudinal and lateral interdependence 
within the wagon-loading dataset while examining the crossgauge and cross-sectoral interrelationships of 
IR commodity-freight. These pointed to the presence of serially-dependent errors as well as multicollinearity 
in the wagon-loading series. Application of the C-0 adjustment procedure to correct variance distortions 
induced by serial dependence in the series aided the drawing of analytical inferences about the changing 
significance of different commodities in the IR freight-base, and consequently the interdependence of their 
wagon-loading trends. Since the growing freight specialisation visible on IR has at least partially been the 
consequence of freighting-capacity limitations associated with changes in the composition of the railway 
wagonfleet, the presence of multicollinearity in the dataset was not unexpected. Nevertheless, its presence 
tended to create fuzziness around the degree of influence that individual commodity-loading trends exercised 
on the overall patterns of IR freight. In order to sharpen earlier inferences about the selective shifts of certain 
categories of commodity-freight to other modes of transportation as a result offreight cyclicity and capacity 
bottlenecks on IR, the Factor Analysis approach is introduced as a methodology for examining the possible 
spatial and sectoral impacts of IR freighting constraints on the economy. Factor Analysis of the wagon
loading series also substantiates that the primacy of core-sector commodity-freight flows emanating from 
the PSUs over all other commodity traffic has been the principal cause for the surrender of the highly-rated 
low-bulk freight segment to the roadways in India. 

7.2 Spatial Nature ofiR Freight Flows 
A study of development across national space implies the evaluation of horizontal rather than hierarchical 
aspects in development. While the latter are an indispensable attribute of sectoral development, they largely 
bypass the locational considerations that are important to the former. The origin of freight flows, and indeed 
of transportation economics, lies in the spatial variation in production costs which under the principle of 
optimal location determine the nodes of originating freight as those regions where the respective production 
costs are lowest.' Free exchange of both productive resources and products follows as a natural corollary of 
the existence of means for transportation. 

As such, the basket of economic costs defined for each commodity output is composed of direct and indirect 
factor costs (costs of labour, capital, etc., as against raw material costs, etc.) to which the necessity of 
freightage adds regional transfer costs. Optimal location of producing facilities vis-a-vis consuming centres 
takes care of cost minimisation in both cost aspects. Nevertheless, while factor costs may be similar between 
regions, regional transfer costs i.e. the costs of transportation are conditioned by the relative size of national 
space. Optimal use of regional resources to minimise transfer costs thus dictates the ultimate dispersal of 
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productive facilities over a period of time. 6 Thus the core determinant of spatial freight flows within a nation 
is the transportation infrastructure, of which the railways are an important constituent in most cases. The 
presence of railways in transportation networks however adds a peculiar feature to the optimisation of transfer 
costs since, much more than in any other transportation mode, it permits the economical transfer of bulk 
resources and outputs over far greater distance leads and can thus, in effect, counteract the need for industrial 
dispersal. It is therefore quite obvious that the rising importance of roadways witnessed in most countries of 
the world preordains the shift in domestic locational patterns across the geography of space. 

7.2.1 Freight Flow & Regional Economic Development 
Evidence frqm several countries would support the proposition that regional dominance within them was 
acquired by specific industrial belts that were traditionally well-endowed with efficient railway transportation 
links and consequently well-placed to decide the direction and volumes of interregional commodity freight 
flows. In Britain, this importance was held by London and the Southwestern region 7 which linked the major 
port of Southampton to London and to the industrial triangle formed by Birmingham, Manchester and 
Liverpool. A similar position was occupied by the New York-Pittsburgh-Chicago triangle in the American 
Northeast in the USN and by the Nord-Lorraine axis in Northeast France. 9 In Japan, the region that acquired 
industrial dominance over the national economy linked the port-cities of Osaka, Yokohama and Tokyo 
along the east coast of the main Japanese island of Honshu.10 In India, the region of major concentration of 
industry through most of the colonial period was located on the eastern mining-industrial axis between 
Calcutta and the Asansol-Raniganj collieries.'' However," over the five post-Independence decades during 
which port activity at Calcutta has also declined in comparative importance, the hub of industrial activity has 
shifted to the west coast along transport radii emanating from the major port at Bombay, which again is well 
served by nearly every means of surface transportation. 

Regional development in India has been studied in the light of the regional geographic impact of commodity 
flows by several scholars drawing original inspiration from GidacJhubli.12 Interregional - as opposed to 
intersectoral- studies however tend to emphasise the spatial dimensions in development since the magnitudes 
of commodity flows and their backward and forward linkages are determined by the regional and locational 
specialisations that are causative to exchange. Analogous situations are also found in the case of intercountry 
commodity-trade flows where specialised production surpluses are freighted to countries which suffer relative 
resource disadvantages in producing these commodities, under the economics of comparative advantage. In 
intercountry trade, exchange rate flexibility acts as a balancing mechanism that prevents the concentration 
of unidirectional single-commodity flows which could lead to transportation inefficiency. The absence of a 
similar balancing device in interregional trade can however perpetuate the skewed commodity flows that 
reflect regional disparities and developmental imbalances, with the lack of bidirectional freight flows being 
both a symptom as well as a cause of t~ansportation inefficiency. 

Another important factor determining the direction and volume of spatial freight flows is the location of 
connective nodes in interregional and international trade. It had earlier been remarked in respect of railway 
development in India during the colonial period that the commodity-freight flows of the time were directed 
centripetally to the ports, since they were largely intended for export. Following the advent of the era of 
planning and development, IR freight flows became more centrifugally directed, with reversal of originating 
and terminating Points in the case of port-oriented traffic as the need for domestic development made the 
Indian economy progressively more insular. 

7 .2.2 Regional Importance of Railways 
Multivariate methods such as those implied in Factor Analysis 13 are often applied in econometric analyses of 
interdependent d~tasets because of their ability to cut through multicollinearity problems which could vitiate 
OLS estimation. As such, a number of instances exist where they have been employed in the study of spatial 
and sectoral development, including transportation studies. Setsuko [1968] for example employs Factor 
Analysis methods in a comprehensive study of freight flows in 32 major commodities over the prefectures 
of modern Japan to reveal the composition of national, regional and local units. A. s'tudy in the railway 
context in India is found in Aggarwal [1982] 14 which employs Factor Analysis methods to estimate the 
composition and influence ofcommodity-freight trends uptil the early 1970s on the spatial development of 
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regions. Existing regional disparity is measured through an inequality analysis of Lorenz curves and Gini 
coefficients on a dataset comprising spatiaUy distributed originating and terminating freight tonnages on IR 
via a regional commodity-flow matrix. Since the referred study resembles in spirit if not in substance, the 
purposes of the present chapter over a different timeframe, it is useful to draw attention to salient features 
which would aid the present analysis. 

References made earlier to the evolution of railways in India have identified the importance of the old 
Presidency port-cities of Calcutta, Madras and Bombay (Mumbai) to the design of the Indian network. As 
such, the IR trunk routes form a golden quadrilateral between these three principal nodes and the national 
capital region [NCR] at Delhi. Railway trunk-flow patterns in India hence do not follow the more common 
format of radial flows from a central transportation hub, but instead radiate laterally between the port nodes 
and the NCR Traffic development on the feeder network of each principal railway node remained relatively 
weak during the colonial period because of the lack of industrial diffusion. An outward expansion of economic 
activity and trade has however been witnessed after Independence, mainly as a result of the parallel 
development of feeder roads. Where such dispersion has been high, the disparities between nodal and feeder 
regions have become less stark. 

Under the colonial design adopted for the railway network, India was more favoured than countries having 
a single transportation hub, in its having multiple transportation nodes located in its northern, southern, 
western and eastern regions from which economic activity could disseminate outwards. In the post
Independence period however, the western region has stolen a march over other regions in industrial 
development, while the eastern region has lost its old preeminence following the decline of industry around 
Calcutta, and has lagged consistently since then. In studying spatial development patterns in India, hypotheses 
would naturally arise15 on whether increasing economic activity during the planning era represents 
decentralised development and increased regional independence, or whether development has. become 
increasingly centralised generating increasing regional interdependence. Vindication ·for either hypothesis 
would be found in the patterns of growth of IR freight traffic and in the changes in its commodity-composition. 
In the main, increases in freighting tonnages accompanied by increasing freight leads would indicate 
progressive concentration of development at a regional hub and the expansion of its hinterland, while increasing 
freight accompanied by decreasing freight leads would indicate the geographic compaction of development 
with the evolution of multiple technologically-linked production complexes. 

Regional distribution of total IR freight is found to have been highly skewed over the period studied, and the 
presence of disparity in spatial freight-flows between regions is established by the inequality analysis.l6 

High magnitudes obtained for the regional Gini-coefficients indicate the dominance of a few commodities in 
regional freight shipments and receipts. While the correlation matrices indicate weak orders of relationship 
between indices of railway freight, industrial production and mining production, the pronounced sensitivity 
of railway freight traffic to agricultural production and national income is revealed. The Factor Analysis 
substantiates that the skewing of freight movements has resulted in imbalances between regional clusters of 
production and consumption activity. Spatial diversification of economic activities is also identified from 
the freight loadings for areas that specialise in industrial and agricultural production, and the production of 
specific bulk commodities like coal and POL. 

A base is thus established for extended study of IR freight patterns using Factor Analysis as the principal 
analytical tool. Nevertheless, rather than shifting away from the railways to regional development, the present 
study retains its focus on freight capacity and IR freight infrastructure. Consequently, the spatial aspects of 
IR freight operations are studied within the framework railway zones rather than geographic regions, while 
Factor Analysis is applied subsequently here to identify sectoral changes in IR commodity-freight operations 
and the resulting intermodal shifts of freight. 

7.3 Spatial Distribution of IR Infrastructure 
At the commencement of the 1990s, the Indian Railways were composed of 9 zonal railways, comprising 
Northern Railway [NR] and Central Railway [CR] serving the Gangetic and central plateau region to the · 

-country's north and northwest with the largest combined zonal component of 28.8 percent of the IR route 
network, North-East Railway [NER] and North-East Frontier Railway [NEFR] serving Bihar and the country's 
northern borders extending upto Assam and Nagaland with 14.8 percent of theIR network, Eastern Railway 
[ER] and South-Eastern Railway [SER] serving the mining belt around Calcutta and the country's east coast 
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with over 18 percent of theIR network, Southern [SR] and South-Central Railways [SCR] serving the south
coastal and peninsular areas with over 22 percent of theIR network, and the Western Railway [WR] serving 
the western industrial belt and west coastal areas with around 15.8 percent of the IR route network. Route 
details of theIR zonal railways and their spatial coverage are provided in Table 7.1 and Map 2. 

Table 7.1: Route Networks of lA Zonal Railways 1998-99 
{route length in km] 

0 -
Route North- East South- South- Indian 
Network Details Northern Central Eastern Frontier Eastern Eastern Southern Central Western Railways 

NR CR NER NEFR ER SEA SA SCR WR Total lA 

Route Network 11040 7265 5143 3624 4270 7420 7040 7217 10295 63314 
%/R 17.44 11.47 8.12 5.72 6.74 11.72 11.12 11.4 16.26 100 

BG Routes 8920 6240 2300 1175 4135 6135 4630 5955 4600 44090 
%/R 20.23 14.15 5.22 2.67 9.38 13.91 10.5 13.51 10.43 100 

MG Routes 2020 1025 2820 2230 135 1280 2125 1215 4455 17305 
%/R 11.67 5.92 16.3 12.89 0.78 7.4 12.28 7.02 25.74 100 

NG Routes 100 23 80 4 130 47 890 1274 
%/R 7.85 1.81 6.28 0.31 10.2 3.69 69.86 100 

Mixed Routes 
BG/MG 131 155 150 436 
MG/NG 8 8 

Zonal BG:MG Ratio 4.4 6.1 0.8 0.5 30.6 4.8 2.2 4.9 1.0 2.5 

Source: Compiled fiom data on IR Zonal Ra1lways, lnd1an Ra11Ways Fan Club ASSOCiation, Internet source: httj):/WWW.1rtca.or9/ 

The uneven dispersion of railway infrastructure in India becomes readily apparent from the data. While 
nearly half of IR's route infrastructure interlinks the northern, central and western regions of the country, 
and its southern regions are also relatively well served, the eastern, east-coastal and northeastern regions are 
relatively weaker in terms of railway infrastructure. The proportion of BG routes in the zonal networks 
ranges from 81 percent to 97 ·percent on NR, SER, SCR, CR and ER against a corresponding proportion of 
69.4 percent for the IR route network as a whole. Conversely, the proportion of MG routes on the WR, NER 
and NEFR route networks ranges from 43 percent to 62 percent. WR, SR and NEFR also hold most of IR's 
light [NG] railways and many more of their routes still require· transhipment from BG to MG and vice-yersa. 
With this unevenness in the spread of railway infrastructure, the extent to which IRis able or unable to serve 
regional transportation needs varies considerably between the different IR zones. Nevertheless, because of 
technical factors which have led to the reconstitution of IR's freight-base and have also led to the decline of 
feeder-freight operations on the MG network, the present freight-focus ofiR is largely confined to those IR 
zones which have high BG:MG intensity. 

Table 7.2 in three parts reveals the extent of growth in network infrastructure and operations for theIR zonal 
railways between 1966-67 and 1990-91, i.e. between the end of the 3FYP and the end of the 7FYP. The 
historical patterns of railway zonalisa:tion in India had already been briefly recounted elsewhere in the present 
study. [see ch2] Spatial variations in the sizes of zonal route networks are largely an inheritance from the 42 
erstwhile company and state railways which were consolidated into the new railway zones. While route 
augmentation on IR after Independence has generally been slow, much larger augmentations in running 
track have occurred because of the multitracking of busy railway routes on the HDCs. Closures of several 
uneconomic single-line routes such as those served by the erstwhile light railways have also increased the 
overall ratio between IR running-track and route lengths. In view of the evidence on route specialisation and 
phasing out of feeder freight operations deduced in the course of the present study, it also appears unlikely 
that all routes included in the zonal networks are physically functional as of today. This would partially 
account for the observed spatial variations in traffic intensity and track utilisation between different IR 
zones. 

7.3.1 Route & Track Characteristics ofiR Zonal Networks 
Differences between zonal running-track lengths and route-lengths occur mainly because of line-doubling 
or double-tracking on congested route-sections. The double-tracking ratio between the two thus provides 
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some indication of traffic intensity on the zonal axes. This ratio is highest at 1.57 for ER which links the 
mining belt to the northern, central and southern sections of the IR network and therefore carries the heaviest 
traffic. Since the value of the ratio for a fully double-tracked network would be 2, the ~atio value for ER 
indicates that by 1990-91 over half of the route network was already double-tracked. The SER and CR 
networks which interface with ER also have fairly creditable double-tracking ratios above 1.4. Besides these 
principal networks, the other zonal railways have much lower ratios in general with lowest double-tracking 
intensity being observed on NEFR which till today has largely remained a low-intensity MG/NG network 
with an almost negligible number of double-tracked routes. 

It is also seen that network expansions and upgradations between closing years of the 3FYP and 7FYP have 
not been uniformly distributed over the zonal railways, with the largest network augmentations in terms of 
route-km occurring principally on SCR, CR, and SER, and of running-track km on CR, SCR and SER, in 
slightly altered order. NR follows in fourth position in terms of addition to routes, and stands fifth in running 
track additions. Interestingly NER which has added little route kilometerage to its network over the period 
of comparison, has shown much higher augmentation of running track because of the double-tracking of its 
arterial lines. In contrast, the NEFR network has remained virtually stagnant and shows the lowest additions 
on both counts. Route networks on WR and SR on the other hand show marginal contraction, primarily on 
account of the abandonment of several low-intensity routes. · 

It transpires therefore that over the period of four FYPs and their interregnums, railway double-tracking has 
improved the interzonal connectivity of IR sub-networks on certain major transportation corridors, while 
leaving the other transportation axes largely unaffected. Considering the track augmentation trends by region, 
these have improved the flow-capacity of mining outputs and. other heavy industrial freight from the mining 
belt which is covered largely by ER, to the northern, western and southern extremities of the country. While 
freight flows on NER and NEFR remain at a far more rudimentary stage, railway networks through the 
country's central region have held the crucial key to freight crossflows to the south and the west, since this 
region had remained more or less untraversed during the pre-Independence period because of formidable 
difficulties associated with rockcut railway construction through the Deccan plateau. Most of the route 
construction in the period after Independence has consequently been on CR and SCR, and has been primarily 
directed towards improving railway connectivity of the country's northern regions to the west and the south. 

The eastern extremities of the country remain isolated in comparison because of the vicious circle of low 
freight demand and low freighting capacity on NEFR. While the flow of petroleum crude from the Assam 
oilfields to the Barauni refinery could have stimulated the development of railway traffic intensity in the 
region if it had been transported by IR, this became a nonstarter because of the construction of the Assam oil 
pipeline. The principal reason for constructing the pipeline was the predominantly MG/NG-based character 
of the combined NEFR and NER network. Because of this, the low-intensity zonal networks of NEFR and 
NER were unable to handle the freighting needs of a refinery located well away from the oilfield region, and 
the reluctance of IR to build network and freighting capacity ahead of demand precluded subsequent 
upgradation of the regional railway network. The consequent isolation of the Northeastern region from the 
principal railway corridors has therefore contributed to slow economic development and slow railway 
development in the region, also disbalancing the pattern of regional development in the country. 

7.3.2 IR Zonal Traffic Intensity 
While the zonal distributions of railway route-km and running track provide comparative indication of the 
line-capacity of the IR sub-networks, the observations made above need to be rounded off with an exploration 
of the relative freight-intensity of zonal railway operations in the country. Traffic development on IR over 
the planning era has been marked by increasing intensification of its passenger operations, as result of which 
nearly 60 percent of IR operational output goes towards meeting the needs of passenger traffic which 
collectively contribute only 28 percent to IR revenue earnings. 17 Because of the inadequacy of traction an~ 
rolling stock and resulting line-congestion, the increasing passenger intensity of IR operations has had to be 
tackled by circumscribing the increase in freight intensity. Thus in the face of railway capacity constraints, 
a tradeoff exists in effect between freight and passenger operations. In the present spatial context, it would 
be pertinent to examine whether this tradeoff has been of the same order across all IR sub-networks, or 
whether specific regional biases exist between passenger and.freight operations on the different zonal railways. 
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The table under reference reveals that the largest relative contribution to IR freight traffic in net tonne-krn 
terms is made by SER, followed by freight flows over the CR and NR networks which are of similar order. 
However, the only freight flows that have risen in proportiQn between 1966-67 and 1990-91 in incremental 
terms are carried by SCR and SER. While marginal proportionate increase is also noticed in the freight 
flows on NR, the relative importance of freight contributions from the other IR zonal networks has declined. 
The sharpest declines in freight intensity have occurred on ER and SR and the conflicting patterns observed 
over the entire IR system provide strong evidence of the zonal polarisation of freight flows over the railway 
network. Nevertheless, the zonal tradeoffs between passenger and freight operations do not appear to have 
been uniform. While higher freight shares on SER and NR have been compensated by lowered passenger 
intensity of operations, freight compensation in a converse direction is observed on CR and WR where the 
passenger intensity of operations has increased. No visible evidence of the tradeoff is found however on the 
other IR zonal railways, and particularly on SCR the proportionate increase in freight share has been matched 
by almost parallel expansion in passenger traffic, A similar relationship also applies between the declining 
freight and passenger traffic shares of ER and SR. 

7 .3.3 Traffic Intensity & Zonal Freight Density 
However, the zonal traffic levels achieved on each IR zone in terms of passenger-Ian and net tonne-km are 
not wholly adequate indicators of operational intensity in these IR zones, because of wide differences in size 
between IR 's zonal railways. Better indication of relative variations in operational intensity is offered by the 
zonal freight intensity ratios in the table, computed by dividing the freight traffic component for each IR 
zone by the associated passenger traffic component. Another. useful set of relative indicators in the table 
compares the freight-density and passenger-density of route and running track utilisation between IR zones, 
and similarly irons away the absolute variations imposed by network-~ize. 

Examining the first set of these traffic ratios, freight intensity is seen to have remained by far the highest on 
SER, and has also shown marginal increase between 1966-67 and 1990-91. All other zonal railway networks 
with the exception ofNEFR show fairly marked declines in freight intensity over the same period, which can 
be alternately attributed to either absolute increases in passenger intensity or relative falls in freight intensity. 
Although the order of increase in freight intensity on NEFR has been relatively small, it is interesting to 
observe that it has been achieved through more than proportionate expansion in freight traffic relative to 
passenger traffic, providing some indication that freight traffic development has been taking place in this 
region despite its railway capacity constraints. The figure for overall freight intensity on IR on the other 
hand provides evidence that railway operations in India have on the whole become more passenger-intensive 
because of traffic congestion and the marginalisation of freight on several zonal railways, of which CR and 
ER are foremost examples. The fall in overall freight intensity on ER is also indicative of the changing 
directional flow of freight from the mining belt. While the major part of this used to be routed towards 
Calcutta in the past, the combined effect of industrial decline in the eastern region coupled with policy 
factors such as freight equalisation have radically altered the zonal distribution of freight traffic through, for 
instance, the reorientation of iron ore shipments for export through Paradip Port which is served by SER, 
and cutbacks in coal shipments to the Calcutta industrial region. 

The second set of traffic ratios pertaining to the relative freight-density of utilisation of zonal routes and 
running tracks provide indication of the density of freight operations per kilometre on the IR zonal networks, 
besides also offering relative indication of route congestion within each railway zone. Highest freight densities 
per kilometre of the route-network are observed for SER and ER, which in case of SER are achieved through 
a tradeoff with passenger density. The higher passenger densities on CR and NER on the other hand reflect 
a converse tradeoff with freight density. On ER, however, a combination of high passenger density and high 
freight density is simultaneously observed, pointing to route adequacy and very high levels of route utilisation 
within the network. However, only on SER can the route operations said to be highly freight intensive, and 
on almost every other IR zonal railway the growing surfeit of passenger traffic impedes the flow of adequate 
freight along the network. 

It would be interesting to examine whether the doubling oflines has followed the patterns of traffic congestion 
noted above. Comparing the zonal densities of freight and passenger operations per running track kilometre 
against corresponding densities per route kilometre, it is noted that while the relative patterns more or less 
echo each other for most IR zonal railways, variations appear principally in the case of WR and ER. While 
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passenger densities are higher than freight densities on both these railway networks, the apparent traffic 
congestion is less severe per kilometre of running track because of the availability of alternative lines. This 
is true particularly for WR. One major similarity between WR and ER is the high incidence of suburban 
commuter flows to and from the metropolises of Mumbai and Calcutta, which along with the commuter 

Table 7.2: Operational Characteristics & Growth of IR Zonal Railways 
1966-67 to 1990-91 

Passenger Freight PKm I Double Freight 
I R Zonal Label Route Running Traffic Traffic NTKm I NTKm I PKm I Running Track Intensity of 
Railway Geode -km Track-km in PKm in NTKm Route-kmTrack-km Route-km Track-km Ratio Operations 

Year: 1966067 
South-Eastern SER 

Central CR 

Northern NR 

Western WR 

Eastern ER 

South-Central SCR 

Southern SR 

North-East NER 

N-E Frontier NEFR 

Total IR 

Year: 1990"91 
South-Eastern SER 

Central CR 

Northern NR 

Western WR 

Eastern ER 

South-Central SCR 

Southern SR 

North-East NER 

N-E Frontier NEFR 

Total IR 

6245 
10.68 
5841 
9.99 

10439 
17.86 
9967 
17.05 
4092 
7.00 

6088 
10.41 
7216 
12.34 
4952 
8.47 
3625 
6.20 

58465 
100 

7135 
11.44 
6917 
11.09 

11023 
17.67 
9845 
15.79 
4294 
6.89 
7206 
11.55 
6924 
11.10 
5165 
8.28 
3858 
6.19 

62367 
100 

8083 
11.74 
7913 
11.49 

12205 
17.72 
11128 
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Additions between 1966-67 and 1990-91 
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Central CR 1076 2419 
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Source: Computed on RFFC[1993]:Rat/way Fare and Fretght Committee Report, 1 (30):801, Annexure 30A; 
figures in italics indicate percentages 
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flows to Chennai on SR contribute a very large proportion of total passenger-Ian traffic volumes carried by 
IR. Between 1950-51 and 1994-95, IR's suburban rail services have multiplied almost ten-fold with passenger 
traff:i:::: fbws .increasmg from 6.55 bill.i:m passenger-krn 1D 67.98 b.ill:bn passenger-kin .1 8 From the trends in 
zonal passenger traffic in the table and longterm trends in IR passenger journey-leads, the growth of suburban 
passenger flows thus appear to be the principal reason for variation between the route-density and track
density patterns on WR and ER. 

Comparing the zonal additions of track capacity with the increments in zonal traffic density, it appears that 
although the rate of running track augmentation between 1966-67 and 1990-91 has been high on SER, SCR, 
and CR, with neariy 2500km of track having been added to the latter zonal network, only in the case of SER 
can this be said to have reflected a positive response to traffic increase and to nearly doubled freight density. 
As implied by the freight density figures, much greater track congestion exists on WR and NR, where 
running track additions have been far lower. The CR network on which track augmentation has been highest 
presently shows the second-lowest zonal freight density, while the lowest freight density of 1.12 net tonne
km per running track-km presently exists on NER, where the freight response to increased track capacity has 
also been minimal. A strong tradeoff relationship between changing freight density and passenger density in 
response to track augmentations appears to exist only for SER, and at weakened level for NEFR. The other 
IR zonal railways show more or less parallel density shifts, with WR showing the highest simultaneous 
increases in both passenger and freight density. Track augmentation on CR is seen to have led to greater 
passenger density of operations than to an increase in freight. Among the other zonal railways on which 
substantial track upgradation has occurred, this is seen to be true also for NR. On ail other IR sub-networks, 
rising traffic density represents a more or less passive increase in traffic, without there having been track 
augmentation to match. 

7 .3.4 Spatial Factors in Freight Distribution . 
The preceding review of IR zonal railway operations highlights two major factors which have altered the 
regional distribution of IR freight operations. The first among these is the emerging spatial polarisation of IR 
traffic, with freight operations becoming highly concentrated along the southeast axis where passenger 
density is also the lowest. Along other major railway routes, the growth of passenger density has led to track 
congestion of varying extent. Secondly, the growing passenger-intensity of railway operations on most IR 
zonal networks has in fact impeded the parallel growth of freight intensity, and is thus partially responsible 
for transportation bottlenecks. Inadequacies in IR rolling stock and traction and low train running speeds 
compound the track limitations of the zonal railway networks by limiting the overall freighting capacity of 
IR, while encouraging further freight specialisation in a limited commodity-group. The distortions in the IR 
freight-mix thus have.sizeable impact on spatial equity and on the regional patterns of growth in the economy. 

Table 7.3: Net Profits & Losses from Zonal Railway Operations 
on the Indian Railways 1982-83 to 1991·92 

Total Total 
Profits of Losses of 

Profit- Loss- NetiR 
-making -making Profit or 

Year SER CR WR SCR NR ER NER NEFR SR Railways Railways Loss 

1982-83 120.86 153.58 97.84 27.94 53.51 -99.91 -88.90 -78.02 -107.09 453.73 -373.92 79.81 
1983-84 113.55 153.79 113.66 2.65 28.52 -127.82 -128.51 -103.14 -123.44 412.17 -482.91 -70.74 
1984-85 30.77 120.71 85.60 25.58 13.98 -165.69 -156.13 -131.24 -136.45 276.64 -589.51 -312.87 
1985-86 208.23 194.73 135.37 56.02 101.63 -102.35 -153.03 -140.46 -155.66 695.98 -551.50 144.48 
1986-87 216.55 218.42 144.05 4.27 154.21 -114.18 -185.67 -163.10 -196.47 737.50 -659.42 78.08 
1987-88 272.65 212.51 177.33 -11.09 212.91 -180.66 -209.77 -190.96 -225.55 875.40 -818.03 57.37 
1988-89 253.17 253.35 201.30 -0.99 107.36 -158.11 -239.74 -209.62 -205.73 815.18 -814.19 0.99 
1989-90 344.59 263.16 277.99 10.92 149.63 -170.93 -269.93 -204.23 -248.35 1046.29 -893.44 152.85 
1990-91 368.82 344.13 313.55 -2.43 74.09 -159.81 -303.97 -238.67 -240.22 1100.59 -945.10 155.49 
1991-92 515.96 462.91 462.91 87.12 58.40 -195.82 -321.13 -275.46 -260.22 1587.30 -1052.63 534.67 

Source: RFFC(1993): Railway Fare & Freight Committee Report, 1 (3):38, Table 3.3 

7.4 Profitability of Zonal Railway Operations 
Given the wide operational differentials between the zonal railways that constitute IR, differences would 
also be liable to show up in the relative profitability of zonal railway operations. Although aggregate profit 
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& loss figures tend to obscure differences between the relative profitability of freight versus passenger 
operations, it would stand to reason, in view of IR's practice of cross-subsidising social losses on passenger 
operations by profits derived from freight operations, that the zonal networks showing the highest operational 
profitability would also be those with high freight density and intensity. Conversely, IR zonal networks 
where passenger intensity is relatively higher than freight intensity would be more prone to incur operational 
losses. Variations would occur of course in this thumbrule, depending on the principal categories of 
commodity-freight carried by each zonal network and the average distance-leads of zonal passenger traffic. 
Thus zonal railway networks which still continue to attract large margins of highly-rated commodity-freight 
traffic, or otherwise transport higher proportions of low-lead passenger traffic, would stand to relative 
advantage over the other IR zones. It needs to be remembered however in context of IR's rising average 
freight leads., that the larger part of IR commodity-freight flows are interzonal rather than intrazonal. 

The profits & losses of IR's 9 zonal railways over the 10-year period between 1982-83 to 1991-92. are 
shown in Table 7.3, which is accompanied by a timeseries block-plot of the zonal losses & gains in Fig.7.1. 
With the exception of two Joss-making years between 1983-85, IR operations over the period have generally 
yielded cumulative profits that are well above breakeven levels. Considering the zonal breakup of profits & 
losses, it is seen however that only 4 IR zones, namely SER, WR, CR and NR have consistently yielded 
positive profits to IR, although the operational profits ofNR have tended to dwindle with time. The financial 
performance of SCR, which operates very close to breakeven levels, is much more inconsistent with marginal 
profits or losses in most years. Four other railway zones comprising ER, NEFR, SR ~nd NER show consistent 
losses. From the preceding analysis, barring the case of NEFR, this would appear to be attributable to the 
high passenger-intensity of operations on these IR zones. Losses are highest overall on NER, where additional 
freight offtake has been low despite substantial augmentation of running track because of sharp increase in 
the passenger-intensity of operations. The highly freight-intensive operations of SER thus been the most 
consistent revenue-spinner for IR. In 1984-85, the single year when SER profits dipped sharply to Rs.30.77 
crore, IR mounted aggregate losses of Rs.312.87 crore. The sharp uptrend in aggregate IR profits in 1991-
92, the final year under reference, can again be attributed to the up~rend in zonal profits on SER, WR and 
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Rgure 7.1 : Regional Analysis of Profits & Losses on IR Zonal Networks 
1982-83 to 1991-92 
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SCR at levels high enough to retire all operational losses sustained on the other IR zones. 

The freight setback that hit IR towards the close of the 6FYP, which had been considered elsewhere, [see 
ch3] appears to have affected some IR zonal networks more than the others. The differential impact on zonal 
revenues during this period suggests that the setback was the consequence of shortages in particular categories 
of freight, rather than traffic shortages across the board. Since aggregate IR freight trends during the 6FYP 
indicate a tonnage spurt between 1983-85 also accompanied by rising freight leads, the setback to IR profits 
at the time could reasonably be attributed to the loss of profitable categories of freight because of the swing 
in operational focus towards bulk-freight. SER was most affected by the setback and consequently shows 
the sharpest dip in profits. Among the other profit-making IR zones, WR, CR and NR were less affected and 
SCR remained relatively immune. Among the loss-making zonal railways, the traffic setback is seen to have 
spilled over mainly to ER and NER, leaving NER and SR unaffected. Since the traffic setback resulted from 
shortage of freight demands for a traffic-category transported largely by SER and ER and transferred to a 
limited extent to CR, WR, NR and ER, this would point the finger towards shortfall in mining freight and 

. industrial raw materials originating specifically from the mining belt and distributed to industrial locations 
over the country, and also towards general recessionary conditions within the Indian economy. 

7 .4.1 Operational Efficiency on IR Zonal Railways 
In profit & ·loss analysis, several factors simultaneously come into play which reflect the relative operating 
position of each IR zone. While the analysis might also lend itself to narrow efficiency interpretations where 
relatively favourable positioning for certain zonal railways was attributed to better management of their 
operations, this Wt?uld discount the importance of spatial factors. such as the availability of physical resources 
and the relative levels of industrial development in the regions served by each railway zone and consequently 
the regional composition of commodity-freight, as well as the size, capacity and level of development of the . 
zonal transportation network including that of competing transport modes. Pure efficiency factors such as 
levels of zonal railway staffing and labour productivity, as well as operating ratios i.e. the proportion of 
zonal working expenses to revenues would also have a role to play. In· practice therefore, it would be difficult 
to isolate the individual impact of each of these factors because of interdependence between them, since a 
zonal railway network serving a region with low levels of economic and railway development and low 
traffic-intensity would also show a high ratio of working expenses to revenue, not because working expenses 
were particularly high but because of insufficient traffic density and consequently low revenue yields. 
Economic issues such as these need to be kept in mind while interpreting financial figures for the zonal 
railways. 

The first inference drawn here pertains to the overall financial position of IR and to its dependence on the 
profitability of its regional sub-networks. Although overall IR profit trends improved considerably over the 
10-year period of the profit & loss study with the sole exception of 1984-85, the profit magnitudes remained 
highly unstable. The overall instability of IR profits stemmed from the operational instabilities of a few IR 
zones, while the other zones displayed steady profit-making or loss-making trends. Profit instability was 
mainly seen on NR, SCR and ER. Although SCR oscillated between alternating profits & losses through 
most of the period, the size and scale of SCR operations are too limited for it to have been the sole contributor 
to instability in IR profits. This role was most definitely played by NR as the largest IR zonal network both 
in terms of route-length and running track. Thus, while it is seen that NR consistently maintained a profit
making position over the period under study, the magnitude of its profits were far from consistent, swinging 
from a low of Rs.13.98 crore in 1984-85 to a high of Rs.212.91 crore in 1987-88, with a falling tendency 
thereafter that defied the strong profit uptrends displayed by SER, WR and CR. 

It would thus be illumining to identify the zonal railways separately by their contribution to aggregate IR 
profits & losses. Reviewing positive profit contributions alone and excluding ER, NER, NEFR and SR from 
initial consideration along with SCR during its loss-making years, the combined profit contributions made 
by profit-making zonal railways to IR more than tripled from Rs.453.73 crore to Rs.l587.30 crore over the 
period between 1982-83 to 1991-92. While profit increases of this order partially reflected the growth of 
traffic demand, they were also the happy consequence of theIR freight-shift towards more paying categories 
of bulk-freight accompanied by tariff rationalisations that expanded the revenue yield from these special 
traffic categories. Barring the revenue setback of 1984-85 which affected the overall profitability of IR 
operations, railway revenues over the subsequent period have generally remained buoyant after tariff revision. 
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The position of dominant profit-earner is now firmly occupied by SER which in the initial period had made 
smaller profit contributions than CR but improved its position dramatically after 1985-86 with the new 
buoyancy imparted to railway freight operations by the 7FYP, and more than quadrupled its profits over the 
10-year period under review. The financial performance of WR was of almost similar order with sharp 
escalation in its profit contributions, and CR also showed considerable increase in operational profits over 
the period. Since railway operations on WR and CR had been seen earlier to be more passenger-intensive 
than freight-intensive, the healthy profit performance on these IR zones would imply that the freight flows 
handled by these IR zones included significant movements of highly-rated freight commodities to and from 
the highly-industrialised western region, including import, export and container shipments to and from major 
ports on the western seaboard. To an extent, this would also reflect the new role of certain west-coastal 
major ports ~n redetermining the new directional flows of IR freight. 

Similar analysis might be extended to the loss-making zonal railways, which consistently included ER, 
NER, NEFR and SR, as well as SCR in its loss-making years. In aggregate terms, combined IR operational 
losses nearly tripled over the decade from their 1982-83level of Rs.373.92 crore to Rs.1052.63 crore in 
1991-92. While the ER and NER losses did show some reflection of the general IR freight setback towards 
the end of the 6FYP, losses continued to mount steadily thereafter without drawing any remission from tariff 
revisions. The operational losses of these IR zones would thus appear to bear strong relation to the composition 
of freight traffic in these zones. Although passenger and freight densities varied widely between the loss
making IR zones, the operational losses incurred by these zonal networks did not necessarily reflect such 
differences. The highest proportion of IR losses originated from NER, whose operational losses mounted 
considerably over the period. Substantial investment during the 7FYP on upgradation of the NER track 
network appears to have led to the escalation of zonal working expenses without matching increase in 
revenues, mainly because of the limited range of commodity-freight transported on the NER zonal network. 
Losses on NEFR and SR also mounted over the period, not so much because of absolute shortages of traffic, 
but because of the lack of freighting capacity on the IR system, as well as the shift of paying categories of 
freight to other transportation modes. In contrast, the escalation of lo!?ses on ER was more moderate because 
of adequate traffic densities, even though the lack of paying categories of traffic still imposed operational 
losses. · 

Considering the spatial and efficiency variations between IR zones observed during the profit & loss analysis, 
pure efficiency factors are unlikely to play as important a part in determining the extent of profit or loss 
earned by each zonal railway, as other explicitly spatial factors which determine the composition and density 
of traffic, the commodity-composition of freight flows and the physical transportation capacity on each 
zonal network as defined by the availability of track, traction and rolling stock. The profit and loss trends are 
also seen to be affected to a great extent by locational relationships between each zonal network and the 
major freight flow axes across the country, which are thus important determinants of the zonal distribution 
of IR operations and eventually of the levels of regional economic development. The absence of major 
interzonal swings in the period under review, with the possible exception of NR, predicates that current 
transportation policies in the country and particularly the IR policy that has favoured specialisation in bulk
freight have only consolidated the regional concentration of industrial development instead of ensuring its 
equitable dispersal over the country. That this predicament is not solely the result of the railway efficiency 
calculus is established by the external regulatory components of IR freight policy such as freight equalisation, 
which while vitiating the locational economics of industrial production, also choked the overall freighting 
capacity of the IR network by overloading considerable sections of it with unnecessarily long traffic leads 
and high railway rolling stock and traction commitments, thus forcing vital flows in other commodity
freight onto the more expensive transportation alternative offered by the roadways. 

7 .4.2 Railway Productivity on IR Zonal Railways 
Final word might be said on the zonal efficiency factors by reviewing the operating. performance of IR's 
zonal networks in terms of relative traffic-productivity, partial representation of which is provided by zonal 
operating ratios. Analysis of this kind would also provide some insight into the role of pure efficiency 
factors in determining railway operational performance. Although the apparatus for costing-analysis of 
different components of IR operations is not as well developed as on other major railway systems,''' and 
therefore precludes specific analysis of railway productivity separately for passenger and freight operations, 
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the percentage ratio of total zonal working expenses to total zonal profits sufficiently reflects general 
productivity performance of zonal railways, although with the qualification that while a high operating ratio 
implies low revenue productivity, the reasons behind this may combine physical inefficiency indicators 
such as overinvestment and overstaffing with economic determinants like low traffic realisation or insufficient 
realisation of paying traffic-categories, rather than excess railway capacity alone. Secondly, although overt 
capital costs of the network are excluded from the explicit computation of the railway operating ratios, the 
phenomenon ofjoiniworking costs would still exercise an influence, since the ratio would be determined by 
unit revenue realisations as also by levels of traffic density and freight intensity on the network so that the 
distribution of zonal railway operations between passenger and freight services would play a significant role 
in realising revenue differentials even if equivalent costs are incurred on each. A surmise about traffic 
productivity would therefore to extend beyond concepts of revenue productivity, and hence spatial differentials 
would contirme to play·upon the analysis. 

Table 7.4: Zonal Operating Ratios on the Indian Railways 

ZONAL OPERATING RATIOS 
[% Working Expenses to Revenues] 

TOTAL 
SER CR WR SCR NR ER NER NEFR SR IR 

1982-83 73.50 71.99 88.34 82.36 83.01 109.98 148.77 161.84 118.62 88.34 
1983-84 77.04 76.27 93.52 89.99 89.14 114.78 174.39 184.39 123.15 93.52 
1984-85 76.79 79.63 96.25 85.91 92.98 119.02 87.44 209.09 124.36 96.25 
1985-86 72.92 76.10 90.58 82.11 86.64 101.90 166.96 195.80 119.59 90.58 
1986-87 75.00 76.83 92.20 89.52 83.63 105.90 171.75 189.23 130.08 92.20 
1987-88 73.97 78.46 92.47 91.34 82.99 110.30 167.45 196.07 129.51 92.47 
1988-89 77.10 77.71 93.05 91.12 87.47 106.08 169.81 195.08 122.04 93.05 
1989-90 75.16 78.89 91.52 90.07 83.47 107.64 169.37 177.60 124.03 91.52 
1990-91 75.55 77.64 91.97 92.25 90.07 104.93 70.60 177.27 118.63 91.97 
1991-92 72.93 75.24 89.48 85.52 87.90 105.47 164.78 181.89 117.81 89.48 

Source: RFFC[1993]: Railway Fare & Freight Committee Report, 1 (3):64, Annexure 3K 

Analysis of zonal railway productivity must thus be made keeping such factors in mind. In Table 7 .4, which 
provides a computation of operating ratios for IR's zonal railway constituents over the period between 
1982-83 and 1991-92, it is seen that aggregate IR working expenses have held a very high proportionate 
equivalent to total revenues, so that the total IR working profits encountered during the preceding analysis 
have usually represented less than a tenth of revenue earnings. In their zonal composition however, the 
operating ratios show wide variation across the IR zones, with the zonal railway networks which had earlier 
been identified as profit-makers generally displaying lower operating ratios than the rest. Similarly, the loss
making networks show working-cost-to-revenue ratios well over 100 percent. SER, the major profit-earner 
among zonal railways, has among the lowest ratios, while NER, the highest loss-maker, has ratios that are 
extremely high. However, the correspondence ends there. Although WR and CR had shown similar order of 
profits in the preceding analysis, CR is seen to possess significant cost advantage over WR, so that WR's 
ability to achieve high levels of profit seems attributable to traffic availability factors rather than to traffic 
productivity alone. Similar differences would distinguish WR from NR, both of which have similar working 
cost structures but show substantial differences in their overall profit trends. The seesawing profit & loss 
trends of SCR in the previous analysis are not reflected by major variations in its operating ratios. Of the 
loss-making zonal railways, ER had consistently displayed the lowest losses in the previous analysis and 
correspondingly has the lowest operating ratios for zonal railways in this category. However although the 
highest magnitudes of revenue losses had occurred on NER, its operating ratios are seen to have consistently 
been lower than those of NEFR, while SR and NEFR with similar order of losses in the previous analysis are 
seen to have widely diverging operating ratios. The connection between operating profits & losses and the 
relative levels of working expenses is therefore seen to have not been so consistent after all. 

A rather important distinction exists therefore between traffic productivity and revenue productivity in IR 
railway operations, which is brought out by differences in the relative profit & loss positions of zonal railways 
and the levels of working expenses they incur. Traffic productivity is determined, more than anything else, 
by the relative traffic density of operations with tradeoffs between passenger and freight traffic also playin.g 
their appointed parts. Secondly, even though freight traffic in tonnage or in net tonne-km terms may appear 
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to be appreciably high, revenue earnings and profits are determined by the distribution of this traffic between 
low-rated high-bulk long-lead commodity flows and those with converse composition. Hence the spatial 
and locational aspect is seen to be the primary detetrM'nant of traffic productivity on IR, rather than pure 
operational efficiency. By discounting such factors in the railway-efficiency calculus, the infrastructural 
role of railways in economic development has been made subservient to narrower 'profitability' considerations 
which have also reversed the initial priorities of India's transportation planning process. 

7.5 Sectoral Impact ofiR Commodity-Freight Trends 
While the spatial dimension of IR freight operations, which had been examined through analysis of their 
distribution over the zonal railway networks, had also considered IR zonal railway revenues along with 
operational profits & losses, it has also opened the road to conjecture that the patterns underlying zonal 
railway freight operations result from the composite of regional production profiles and freight offers acting 
in juxtaposition to the overall freighting constraints imposed on IR by a policy that has progressively favoured 
bulk-haulage and long-leads for traffic that can originate in full trainloads. Further support to this conjecture 
is lent by gaugewise differences in the composition commodity-freight analysed in the previous chapter, 
which similarly reflect regional differentials in freight demand and in the regional allocation of IR freighting 
capacity. The issue remains complex since it is seen that in addition to prevailing rates of wagon acquisition 
and replacements, IR freighting capacity is also determined by the composition of wagonfleets, with the 
changing level of wagon specialisation reflecting the precommitment of freighting capacity to select 
commodities in keeping with overall IR freight policy. In the event of non-materialisation of preferred 
t.raffic, IR nevertheless has to make short-run adjustments to its wagon-allocation decisions to favour the 
residual freight-categories, in order to maintain its tonnage targets and revenue bottomlines. While the longterm 
gaugewise aspects of this adjustment had already been outlined by phase-analysis in the previous chapter, 
the present section will explore theIR freight adjustment process in disaggregated form by considering the 
adjustments of individual commodity-loadings that are enjoined within the overall freight decision. In doing 
so, it will also investigate the sectoral character of IR wagon-loading preferences in order to arrive at credible 
surmises about the infrastructural impact that these periodic freight adjustments may have on sectoral balance 
within the economy. This analysis shall however now proceed through explicit use of multivariate methods 
because of the complex disaggregated r:tature of the problem to be considered. 

7.5.1 Sectoral Characteristics in IR Freight Loading 
Wagon loadings of different commodities on the two IR gauge-networks presented separately under Tables 
6.la & 6.2a in the previous chapter can be combined into cumulative IR wagon loadings of each commodity 
over all gauges [ AG] in Table 7 .Sa. The interdependence of these loadings in the three freight -related datasets 
which present themselves for joint analysis - namely W80 , W Ma and WAa- then indicates the extent to which 
operational integration exists among the different strata in IR freight operations and may now be used to 
measure the degree of freight coordination over all railway gauges. Over the period being reviewed, this 
brings indirect focus to bear also on traffic foregone as a consequence of IR freight policy, and by identifying 
industrial and economic sectors served and under-served by freight operations, enables the determination of 
infrastructural impacts. 

Transport policy addresses, as its ultimate goal, the twin objectives of developing overall transportation 
capacity in the aggregate while also coordinating intermodal traffic in a manner that ensures the efficient 
utilisation of existing capacity. The concept of efficiency invoked here widens beyond the engineering sense 
of the term, since transportation infrastructure produces services that indirectly bear on gross output by 
influencing factor and product mobility, rather than direct outputs like energy or power that are produced by 
the other infrastructural sectors. The infrastructural role of transport policy stems from its redefinition of the 
structure of preferences regarding which outputs are to be produced and which resources are to move through 
the spatial and sectoral economy. But it also needs to be noted here that the roadways and railways in India 
now compete openly for certain freight-flows because of the manner in which they have evolved in recent 
times, rather than serving purely complementary freight-needs as would have been desirable for achieving 
the level of transport coordination that several Government-appointed transport committees (e.g. the CfPC, 
NTPC, etc.) have periodically striven for in their policy statements. Although the areas of freight competition 
would ideally have been identified by comparing statistics on railway and road operations, study on those 
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Table 7.5a : Composite Wagon Loadings In Selected Commodities over the Indian Railways System 
Aggregates of Originating & Transhipment Loadings over All Gauges (AG) 

comprising Broad-Gauge (BG) & Metre-Gauge (MG) Sections 
[Thousand wagons: 4-wheeler equivalents] 

TotaiAG 
Year GPulses OSeeds Tea RCott CottMf RJute JuteMf SCane Sugar CCoke MnOre OMOre lOre !Steel Cement Loadings 

1955-56 

1956-57 

1957-58 

1958-59 

1959-eO 

1960-e1 

1961-e2 

1962-e3 

1963-64 

1964-e5 

1965-e6 

1966-e7 

1967-eB 

1968-e9 

1969-70 

627.4 

665.0 

811.9 

849.8 

874.8 

836.7 

803.~ 

792.4 

913.2 

860.6 

884.1 

975.4 

885.1 

939.7 

901.8 

1970-71 863.6 

1971-72 862.6 

1972-73 

1973-74 

1974-75 

1975-76 

1976-77 

1977-78 

1978-79 

1979-80 

1980-81 

1981-82 

1982-83 

1983-84 

1984-85 

1985-86 

1986-87 

1987-88 

1988-89 

1989-90 

828.6 

769.9 

708.2 

812.4 

997.8 

943.3 

812.9 

860.3 

843.1' 

1012.2 

1178.3 

1191.9 

1033.0 

1161.5 

1386.2 

1403.9 

1192.4 

1121.1 

144.0 33.4 70.1 

151.1 37.6 67.3 

148.0 35.0 67.9 

143.7 33.8 58.6 

136.6 35.6 53.2 

131.8 32.8 52.2 

114.9 34.1 39.5 

125.0 32.3 43.3 

136.0 29.0 41.0 

108.8 25.8 36.2 

115.4 29.8 50.1 

102.8 33.6 48.4 

97.0 31.9 48.0 

121.2 37.1 50.4 

108.5 32.1 49.9 

41.5 95.2 

34.9 134.1 

31.2 144.8 

20.7 146.4 

19.7 148.0 

15.8 115.9 

14.0 128.5 

13.8 150.7 

12.7 143.5 

7.0 110.6 

7.0 140.5 

6.2 129.5 

6.0 167.0 

6.7 115.2 

6.7 126.6 

17.4 268.4 118.1 1163.9 83.8 

15.2 317.1 135.8 1243.0 101.2 

16.2 299.3 148.6 1319.5 108.5 

15.4 226.3 129.6 1466.9 65.5 

16.0 278.0 128.8 1472.6 76.6 

14.4 292.8 128.2 1591.1 78.5 

12.2 292.7 129.8 1705.3 75.5 

14.0 250.6 143.3 1923.3 74.7 

12.3 173.2 124.7 2079.9 64.9 

14.8 225.0 113.4 2005.3 81.1 

15.7 243.9 124.5 2309.2 77.6 

13.5 173.6 130.7 2309.9 67.1 

15.7 102.7 87.1 2382.5 63.4 

17.4 143.2 

17.2 190.9 

66.2 2513.1 

82.7 2665.0 

64.9 

68.3 

16.9 206.3 202.3 

24.5 231.4 231.7 

34.4 259.5 284.2 

27.6 293.6 300.4 

32.2 430.7 327.7 

34.7 521.5 373.8 

40.2 578.4 417.0 

54.9 694.1 487.4 

49.0 750.2 550.1 

44.9 767.8 563.1 

50.1 871.7 541.3 

52.4 876.1 490.3 

53.5 901.2 457.2 

66.6 989.0 483.1 

74.2 1006.6 484.5 

262.7 3351.4 

267.2 3657.1 

314.6 4023.6 

306.1 4084.4 

371.9 4402.4 

401.1 4621.3 

399.1 4784.5 

384.9 5184.7 

413.3 5493.0 

454.7 5419.1 

497.7 5958.6 

492.4 5901.9 

529.0 5827.3 

550.2 6164.0 

638.8 6453.8 

93.7 29.9 49.6 5.8 125.5 21.4 214.6 101.1 2443.7 67.4 72.2 1020.7 456.7 682.7 6248.6 

86.4 44.1 49.6 6.5 129.3 24.7 127.9 98.3 2508.0 63.8 67.7 1020.6 473.5 672.8 6235.8 

99.8 27.6 43.0 

76.8 29.2 43.7 

73.4 25.6 31.6 

82.0 13.7 33.5 

85.8 13.8 24.7 

62.0 11.2 22.1 

60.7 10.1 28.4 

64.9 8.7 31.3 

54.2 10.1 30.9 

49.6 6.3 16.9 

45.1 4.0 19.8 

38.3 2.6 14.3 

40.5 1.3 11.9 

41.6 1.4 17.4 

38.1 3.6 22.5 

25.8 3.7 14.3 

18.6 1.9 11.2 

23.2 5.3 10.0 

6.1 99.0 

5.1 85.7 

3.9 66.8 

3.8 88.9 

1.9 78.0 

2.3 71.6 

2.5 62.1 

0.9 60.3 

0.9 44.6 

0.9 32.7 

0.8 34.7 

0.7 19.9 

0.5 10.7 

0.7 13.8 

0.9 12.9 

0.2 9.4 

0.4 9.2 

0.6 4.8 

26.0 104.7 89.9 2559.7 

23.9 123.3 94.8 2345.1 

21.0 116.9 103.1 2720.8 

32.3 99.7 127.6 3068.8 

23.4 94.9 109.9 3174.9 

18.5 

17.5 

22.5 

26.7 

24.3 

24.3 

18.9 

17.7 

17.9 
15.4. 

8.7 

11.1 

8.5 

97.1 

123.2 

75.5 

68.7 

75.7 

94.3 3271.9 

91.6 3017.7 

68.1 2892.6 

83.8 2928.1 

74.5 3423.6 

94.2 86.8 3757.3 

89.1 100.5 4061.2 

44.4 92.2 4135.6 

60.1 142.6 4531.2 

60.6 119.8 4789.1 

75.0 118.7 5122.5 

70.1 92.1 5510.0 

68.5 100.1 5668.0 

62.7 

48.8 

60.7 

59.9 

57.1 

50.5 

52.3 

51.6 

50.0 

46.7 

43.5 

40.5 

49.3 

50.5 

44.9 

46.1 

50.7 

54.7 

63.2 1033.3 507.8 

49.6 971.9 460.8 

55.6 1047.2 470.5 

62.7 1221.7 496.2 

69.0 1244.2 577.0 

60.0 1229.9 527.5 

61.8 1217.2 505.1 

65.2 1146.1 478.5 

62.6 1209.1 480.1 

66.2 1265.5 538.5 

68.6 1244.5 516.6 

72.2 1141.8 442.9 

75.1 1240.5 457.6 

79.8 1331.6 486.5 

628.1 6179.5 

585.3 5713.9 

526.6 6031.9 

661.7 6864.9 

781.7 7334.1 

752.9 7215.1 

684.7 6747.8 

513.2 6339.7 

500.0 6392.9 

542.3 7175.9 

610.2 7728.7 

753.2 7988.0 

782.6 7992.9 

832.7 8769.3 

84.9 1431.1 508.5 921.2 9439.7 

84.7 1416.4 514.2 1050.2 9893.8 

88.5 1494.9 511.3 1244.S 10307.3 

83.2 1634.4 504.2 1324.2 10610.8 

Source: Compiled from· Basic Statistics Relating to the Indian Economy, various years,Central Statistical Organisation, 
Ministry of Planning, Government of India 

Commodity Code: 
GPulses = gram & pulses 
OSeeds = raw jute 

cotton manufactures 
raw jute 

Sugar = manufactured sugar 
CCoke = coal & coke 
MnOre = manganese ore 

lOre = iron ore 
!Steel = iron & steel 

Cement = cement Tea= manufactured tea 
RCott = raw cotton 

CottMf = 
RJute = 

JuteMf = 
SCane = 

jute manufactures 
sugarcane OM Ore = other metallurgical ores 

GPulses 
OSeeds 

Tea 
RCott 

CottMf 
RJute 

JuteMf 
SCane 
Sugar 

CCoke 
MnOre 
OM Ore 

lOre 
I Steel 

Cement 

Table 7.5b: Inter-Commodity Correlation Matrix 
AG WAGON LOADINGS 

GPulses OSeeds Tea RCott CottMf RJute JuteMf SCane Sugar CCoke MnOre OMOre 
1 

-0.718 
-0.704 
-0.725 
-0.591 
-0.680 
-0.273 
-0.601 
-0.109 
0.840 

-0.631 
0.747 
0.680 
0.464 
0.743 

1 
0.886 1 
0.923 0.910 1 
0.808 0.649 0.814 1 
0.905 0.921 0.864 0.581 1 

-0.108 -0.081 -0.017 -0.224 -0.064 
0.877 0.776 0.816 0.824 0.764 
0.456 0.299 0.356 0.536 0.344 

-0.930 -0.856 -0.893 -0.729 -0.874 
0.855 0.760 0.828 0.838 0.740 

-0.850 -0.699 -0.797 -0.852 -0.695 
-0.923 -0.788 -0.880 -0.909 -0.774 
-0.574 -0.465 -0.672 -0.875 -0.354 
-0.837 -'0:696 -0.780 -0.676 -0.739 

-0.314 1 
-0.366 0.589 1 
-0. 106 -0.814 -0.319 1 
-0.254 0.895 0.561 -0.756 
0.082 -0.818 -0.462 0.890 
0. 174 -0.902 -0.522 0.904 
0.147 -0.640 -0.400 0.552 

-0. 161 -0.714 -0.295 0.940 
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1 
-0.750 
-0.841 
-0.623 
-0.643 

1 
0.940 
0.722 
0.863 

lOre ISteel Cement 

1 
0.779 1 
0.862 0.532 



lines would face the daunting task of culling data out of the labyrinthine Indian roadways sector, which 
comprises private operators, big and small - a few with established companies and fleets of lorries while 
most are single fly-by-night carriers. For present purposes, this difficulty is obviated by considering 
commodity-loading data for IR only and tracking the path of commodity-losses from one gauge to the other 
and eventl!ally from the IR system altogether. 

Scope for the sectoral analysis is afforded by composition of series in Wna• W Ma and WAG' which together 
constitute an interesting combination of industrial, agricultural and mining products, some of which are 
related moreover by vertical input-output linkages linking producer-good to producer-good, or producer
good to consumer-good. In terms of overall freight handling, IR operations over the planning period mark 
sharply growing absolute and proportional trends in the loadings of cement, coal & coke, iron ore and iron 
& steel, more subdued or nearly stagnant trends in the loadings of grams & pulses and various other ores, 
and sharp absolute as well as proportional declines in the traffic in cotton, jute, sugar and tea. 

7.5.2 Excess Capacity & Freighting Adjustment 
The general freight trends noted above are a joint outcome of the underlying processes behind industrial 
development in India and commodity-freight specialisation on IR. While railway freight operations have 
developed a marked preference over the course of the FYPs, for certain chosen bulk commodities which 
assure guaranteed tonnages, stable operating economies and secure revenues to IR, realisation of this desired 
traffic depends on the one hand on tariffs offered and the availability of adequate aQd appropriate freighting 
capacity, and on the other on production trends at different points of time within the economy. It had been 
observed during the phase-analysis in the previous chapter that the freighting needs of bulk-commodities in 
India have tended to oscillate with the scale of plan investment on the core sector and basic infrastructure, 
leading to periodic recession and underutilisation of IR's freight installations. However, although the declining 
share of IR in total freight flows reflects the parallel growth of the Iridian roadways to the point where they 
now carry 60 percent of the total freight flow against just 11 percent in 1950-51,20 globalised traffic slack 
and excess transportation capacity as such has not occurred on IR except possibly over a short period during 
the 3FYP. Thus the freight shortages that occasionally manifested themselves are better viewed as Localised 
excesses of freighting capacity, in both spatial and sectoral senses. 

While in gauge-terms, excess freight capacity can arise from growing specialisation within a wagonfleet that 
contains miscellaneous specialised wagon-types for freighting general goods, coal and other bulk-freight 
consignments as well as containers and other special-category traffic, the freight shortages defined. relative 
to these depend on the economic nature of the regions to which freight despatches are made, and also on 
whether adequate traffic for the wagon-types despatched in the railway rakes is available for the turnaround 

. journey. If the originating rake consists of specialised POL tanker-wagons or OHS ore-carriers, for instance, 
the possibility of turnaround traffic is unlikely. Obviously therefore, specialisation in IR freight operations 
and wagonfleets binds freight capacity increasingly to certain major railway clients, such as the mining 
PSUs, power plants and the steel industry, without however maintaining freight adequacy for the two-way 
journey because of the inappropriateness of the wagons supplied to these clients to carry other categories of 
freight as may be available. IRis consequently forced to run an increasing number of empty wagon-kilometres, 
identifying one aspect of localised excess capacity in IRfreight-handling that essentially occurs in the short
run. 

Two adjustments by IR to changing freight offers, which are captured in the commodity-loading data, have 
either short-term or long-term implications which deserve mention. In absence of other short-term modes of 
freight adjustment to changes in freight demand, IRis left the option of drawing wagons away from freight 
segments and sectors where excess railway-capacity currently prevails, and offering them -post facto, as it 
were - to other potential clients. Difficulties can therefore arise in this capacity being fully taken up in the 
short-run, because of the need for producers to plan delivery schedules in advance along with production 
plans, if they are to secure their markets. Therefore, short term adjustments in IR wagon loadings and in the 
mix of commodities freighted by railway represent a partial response to current market situations, with 
absolute limits to the adjustment being set by the availability of the required wagon-type, the availabiJity of 
traction, the possibility of turnaround traffic, and the lead of the journey. Spread over longer durations of 
time, persistent localised capacity-shortage would however lead to equalising acquisitions of new wagon
capacity, had capacity addition on IR been entirely market-driven. The problem that surfaces with regard to 
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this stems from the external regimentation of IR wagon acquisitions induced by the FYPs on the one hand, 
and by the lengthy budgetary processes that IR follows regarding the placement of wagon orders. Together, 
the two rule out efficient correction of capacity anomalies in the short-run, while the conservatism they 
induce among railway managers in acquiring additional freighting capacity that has not been pretargeted by 
the FYPs can often vitiate the prospect of market-driven corrections altogether, in the absence of substantial 
resource-commitments towards the high costs of wagon-acquisition. 

7.5.3 Freight Market Contests 
Additional market-driven short term transport capacity is added to the Indian freight system however through 
the growth of roadways, and is evident in the phenomenal expansion of roads and highways in the country, 
paralleled by growth in the light, medium and heavy commercial vehicle [CV] market and in CV operations. 
Conjectures about excess capacity would therefore also relate to how the growing roadways sector has 
intermeshed with the railway sector, and in fact to whether it has intermeshed at all. Three infrastructural 
hypotheses on the role that has been played by the Indian roadways vis-a-vis IR would accordingly confront 
the sectoral analysis - namely, that 

{A]: the growth in roadfreight flow represents increased and new production from different goods
producing sectors of the economy, and thus supplements the freight-flow traditionally carried by 
railways; 

{B]: the growth in roadfreight flow represents traffic bid away from the railways by competition from 
roadways, not necessarily because of any cost-advantages offered by the latter but also because of 
convenience, security, etc.; 

{C): the growth in roadfreight flow represents a combination of both. 

Each hypothesis holds a different prognosis for sectoral economic development in the country. If the first is 
true, then the limits to economic growth as far as transportation aspects are concerned, are set by the rate of 
growth in the.road transport infrastructure. If the second is true, these limits are set by the growth of railway 
freighting capacity, keeping in mind that railway freight is capacity-constrained by the commodity and 
wagon specialisations already alluded to elsewhere. In the event of both being true, the infrastructural 
bottleneck represents an overall shortage of freight-handling capacity in the economy, further distorted by 
the inefficiencies of intermodal noncomplementarity. 

A priori, the third infrastructural hypothesis would appear most approachable. A certain lumpiness 
characterjses all transport variables. The transportation grid as seen from any road & rail map of the country, 
except for partial duplication along major trunk-routes, is a spatial grid with non-contiguous alignments in 
most parts. Considerable regions which are either not served or else inadequately served by IR depend on 
road transport for distributional freight-flows. But the Indian roadways - unlike IR - are no monolithic 
entity, comprising as they do, the atomistic operation of innumerable unincorporated individual licensees. 
Prevalence of cartelisation and lobbying among them, and the lack of exactly-substitutable freight services 
enables them however to operate in a zealously protected market, with obvious consequences on rates and 
charges. While rate-setting by the railways has a public-utility character, this obviously does not constrain 
road tariffs. Co~petition as such is therefore generally limited, and is localised to certain market sectors, 
such as high-valued short-haul freight-flows. In the face of this, it is not likely that private investment in the 
road sector and in road-sector growth will rise to the extent that it can take care of au· future incremental 
transport needs in the economy. The same thing could probably be said also of the railway sector, since the 
pattern of outlays on IR over consecutive FYPs does not indicate a particularly hopeful trend either, as noted 
earlier. 

A second dimension of unequal freight competition between the Indian roadways sector and IR stems again 
from the public-utility character of railway tariffs. Freight-flows which could in a large part also be carried 
by road transport, such as those in essential commodities like foodgrains or grams & pulses, had hitherto 
been granted preferential rates by IR in pursuit of the Government policy on the public distribution system 
[PDS], so that the transportation-cost component in the final purchase price paid by consumers was necessarily 
low. Again, commodity-freight flows that involved long leads traversing the entire country have traditionally 
been directed into the railway sector, through the tapering distance-slab positioning of theIR freight-tariffs, 
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since such commodities also generally have high weight-to-mass ratios, making their transport by roadways 
neither economical nor locationally desirable. A prime example would be the transportation of shipments of 
high-grade coking coal imports with low-ash-content from their ports of call to selected power plants and 
steel plants located deep in the interior of the country. As such, certain categories of traffic exist where the 
roadways cannot be natural competitors, and there are tberefore certain regions in the country which, being 
underserved by IR, are denied the possibility of core industrial development. 

For reasons such as those above, distinctive differences therefore distinguish freight services offered by the 
roadways from those of IR. Even conceptually - while speaking of the possibilities of intermodal competition 
within the transportation sector - freight operations on IR and the Indian roadways cannot be seen as close 
substitutes, except in the very specific segments of short-haul and piece-good traffic. Thus although a gamut 
of general freight-categories is today being carried by the roadways in India, the infrastructural focus remains 
on IR with regard to whether the growth it has achieved in its freight services has been commensurate with 
the potential backward and forward linkages of industrialisation in the country, or whether in fact IR freight
specialisation has constricted these linkages and therefore also the pace of economic development. 

7 .5.4 Modelling the IR Freight-Adjustment Process 
The wagon-loading timeseries in W8a, WMaand W,tacan now be used to study adjustments in the IRfreight
mi.x and freight-capacity made to accommodate shifts in railway freight emphasis over the era of planning. 
The series as such include both originating and transhipment loadings, and the influence over time of 
underlying imponderables such as gauge conversion and increased wagonfleet specialisation which have 
Jed to qualitative change in intermodal allocations of transport is not directly apparent. Because it is difficult 
for instance, to sort out the effects of declining transhipments attributable to the decline in MG route-kilometres 
from increases in transhipments because of increasing commodity leads over the country, and thus the 
complex interrelationships between commodity-series, the need for explicitly multivariate analysis arises. 

It had been seen during regression modelling of the wagon loading series that a considerable amount of 
autoregressive error existed, which in fact vitiated the coefficient estimates until the Cochrane-Orcutt 
transformation was applied. Besides the presence of serial correlation in wagon loadings - which was expected, 
another expected aberration in the dataset would be the presence of multicollinearity in the explanatory 
series. While this distortion can be anticipated because of the process whereby IR allocation of freighting 
capacity to bulk commodities reduces capacity available to other commodities, the first impact of 
multicollinearity in the wagon-loading series would be on the correlation matrices drawn from W

1
w, W Maand 

W,w , since the simple bivariate correlation coefficients represented in these would overestimate the degree 
of direct association between commodity-loadings. Examination of the anti-image of each correlation matrix 
confirmed that the partial correlation coefficients, i.e. the dot-coefficients such as rij.t.:z .... ;-t,j-t,k-t.k which are 
adjusted to eliminate indirect associations, are in fact quite low - indicating a high proportion of cross
commodity substitutions across the dataset. The appropriate analytical methodology for handling datasets of 
this character, namely Factor Analysis, also proved to be ideally suited for theoretical modelling of IR 
freight capacity adjustments. 

The question central to multivariate modelling of variations in IR commodity freight might be posed as 
follows: Given the constraints on IR freight-handling capacity imposed by the composition of wagonfleets, 
by zonal and sectoral freight demands, and the prioritisation of certain categories of traffic through differential 
tariff structure, cross-subsidies and freight equalisation - how does IR allocate available freighting capacity 
to serve the mix of freight demands that confront it at any given point of time? With the collinear nature of 
the wagon loadings in different commodities already apparent, a solution to this question would require 
conceptual modelling of IR freight policy as a set of alternative freight-mixes that serve different freight 
offer situations, and to extract these through application of Factor Analysis. In a methodological sense, this 
amounts to reallocating the total variances in W1u;• W~u; and WM, so as to absorb the maximum freight 
variation in certain ordered and well-defined wagon loading combinations i.e. commodity freight-mixes, 
which represent IR freight-policy responses to transportation demands articulated by the economy in different 
periods. 

Preadjustment of the data is however necessitated since the wagon loading series included in data matrices 
W W and W . defined on IR freight-handlings of 15 commodities over the 35-year span between 1955-

llli' Mti At, 
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56 and 1989-90, suffer from extreme inequality in their scalar measurement-range, for the obvious reason 
that while loadings of the bulk commodities have increased almost exponentially over the study-period, 
those of commodities like cotton -which had once been the foundation of railway freight operations in India 
- have now dwindled into insignificance. The required adjustments involve normalisation of the above data 
matrices, or transformation of the data values w;j EW

1 
__ 
1 

by centering them around series-means w and 
standardising the series variance, so that 

w .. Ew,, ... [w .. - w] I a 
I) •• . I) W (7.1) 

- - -
The procedure defines the standardised data matrices through the transformations W . , W . and W . 

, /1(, M(, A(,, 
where kxt kxt kxt 

-w f .. f - -
Wll ................ WH . where [k = 1, ...... ,15] 

kxt 
{t = 1, ....... ,35] (7.2) 
- - -

for W8G, W MGand WAa 
kxt kxt kxt 

- -wu ................ wb 

The normalising transformation effectively removes the influence of the measurement scale from the data, 
while unitising the scale of variance, so that variations over time in each commodity series are treated on a 
proportionate scale, rather than as absolute magnitudes. While factor estimations from standardised data 
matrices differ from those on the untransformed dataset, no choice virtually exists in practice because of the 
vanishing magnitudes of certain commodities, as well as the limitations of the computer procedure. Since 
the correlation and dispersion matrices are identical for standardised data matrices,21 factor extra_ction ~s in 
fact eguivalent to the evaluation of the eigenvectors of the standardised correlation matrices for W,u;, W Ma 

and W kxt kxt 
Mi .. 

kxt 

-
With the W 

1
_:
1 

matrices capturing the unitised variance of IR wagon loadings over the study period, the 

factors are extracted as linear combinations of wagon loadings in the 15 commodities considered, and define 
unique freight-mix solutions that have been adopted by IR in tackling the variety of freight-demand situations 
that have confronted it between the 2FYP and the 7FYP. While mathematical rigour would identify a large 
number of alternative freight-mixes to account for all the variance in the datasets, it is found that the first few 
freight-mix solutions adequately explain most of the interdependent variation seen between IR commodity 
handling series. 

Computation of the freight-mix vectors, denoted as fk/ .. /, proceeds under the governing condition that each 
apportions series variance among the loaded commodities in decreasing order, depending on which freight
demand situation confronts IR. In infrastructural terms, this captures changes in commodity-loadings by IR 
made in response to the degree of shortage in freight that persist at given periods, measured as a departure 
from the targeted levels of freight-loading. As explained earlier, while minor variations may not be addressed 
at all, overall freight shortage is redressed in the short term by reallocation of existing freight capacity along 
the lines just mentioned, and in the long term, ultimately by revision of capacity. Freight-mix vectors fkf .. f 

which are extracted as adjusted loading responses by the Factor Analysis are also amenable to dual 
interpretation, since while short-term adjustment of freight loadings may leave idle freight capacity on certain 
classes of special wagons, the long-term adjustment to persisting freight anomalies is achieved by tuning the 
wagonfleet composition to the freight most accessible in assured tonnage quantities. The adjustments made 
can be represented commodity-wise in vector-form as the lRfreight-adjustment vector a,q __ 

1 
which spans 

the k commodities within the dataset. Since the normalisation and factor-independence conditions of Factor 
Analysis also ensure that freight-mix vectors will be linearly independent pairwise, each vector postulates a 
unique freighting response to uncorrelated freight-demand situations, aUowing sufficient separation to be 
maintained between the character of IR responses and between the extreme situations which eventually 
provoke them. The k freight-mix vectors over which freight variance in the dataset is to be distributed are 
defined then by the following vector expression 

(7.4) 
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subject to fulfillment of the inner-product conditions of unit-variance and zero-covariance, which imply 
normality of each <\, .. 1 and orthogonality between the consecutive adjustment vector-pairs n. 1 

a._ , 
K ( .. } --v .. J 
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(7.5) 

Fulfillment of inner-product conditions for consecutive vectors is ensured by setting up the unit-variance 
and zero-covariance conditions as Lagrangean constraints and maximising the constrained Lagrangean 
objective function l/J, which for the fk and f. freight-mix vector-pairs with k ~I is defined alternately by - -lP =n. 1 W 1 W n.- A. (n. 1 

a._ -1) forfk 
k K f .. f f .. f K 'k I J .• J -Kf .. / - -lP = ' W' w - A. ( ' - 1) - f1. ( I ) 
I ~ f .. J f .. J a. I a. f .. J ~--/ k a.. / .. J ~--/ (7.6) 

with A. and p. as respective Lagrange multipliers. After k vector-solutions for fk have been extracted along 
with the a., adjustment-vector relevant to each, the general freight-adjustment solution for IR may then be 
expressed in matrix-form, after squaring the k freight-mix vectors, by 

-
F =W A f .. J f .. J f .. J where [ 

F ~ ( r;r. f 2
1f2 ••• rk~rk J 

A- [a1 a2 ... a*] (7.7) 

A
1 

__ 
1 

which is defined by the adjustment ve~tors <\is an orthogonal matrix, while F f .. f is a diagonal 

matrix defined by the matrix-product F f .. f = W f .. J A f .. f with the vector-squares fk1fk E F as its diagonal 
elements and zeroes as its off-diagonal elements. This establishes that the new freight-mix vectors fk are 
pair-wise uncorrelated so that each is capable of uniquely addressing existing IR freight-capacity to a given 
freight-demand situation that cannot be addressed by other freight-mixes, with .adjustments in the loadings 

of different commodities that are necessitated by the process being defined by a.,. Thus the elements fk1fk E 
F and<\ E A are pair-wise associated for [k = 1, ..... :115}, with the latter denoting the individual adjustment 

necessitated in IR commodity loadings, while fk = W
1 
.. 
1 
a., is the factor or eigenvector (or latent vector) that 

represents the full scale of freight-capacity adjustment made by IR to a persistent freight demand situation 
by reallocating wagons over its commodity loadings. The score of each factor i.e. eigenvalue (or latent root) 
corresponding to each fk is found as the vector-square associated with that factor along the main diagonal of 

F f .. J and evaluates the amount of series variance apportionable to the particular freight combination defined 
by the loading adjustments in <\· It can therefore be used to assess the degree of compaction achieved by 
application of Factor Analysis, and therefore the degree of complementarity in certain commodity-loadings 
found in IR freight operations, as well as the magnitude of their displacing effect on other freight categories. 

7.6 Factor Analysis of IR Freight Adjustment 
The high order of series interdependence in the correlation matrices drawn on W1m, WMa and W,w above 
offers indication that multicollinearity exists between pairs of predictor variables, which in timeseries problems 
also indicate possible overparameterisation, rendering normal regression procedures ineffective. This 
combination of circumstances implies that overall variations in IR freight loadings may be adequately explained 
by fewer than k commodity-loading trends, justifying the recourse made to Factor Analysis in order to 
decompose the variational components attributable to each commodity-trend, and to rank the commodities 
with respect to the influence they have on total IR wagon-loadings. The zero-determinants of the singular 
correlation .matrices also suggest likewise, because of linear dependence between their columns and rows. 

A ·particular test of the appropriateness of Factor Analysis to IR freight-mix modelling based on these principles 
is provided by the Kaiser-Meyer-Oikin [K-M-0] Measure of Sampling Adequacy routinely provided in 
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SPSS output, which compares the magnitudes of the simple correlation coefficients r2
.. between paired 

wagon loading series to the partial correlation coefficients [PCCs] riJI.2, ... i-I.j-I.Hk • If the sum of squared 
PCCs between all commodity-pairs is small compared to the sum of squared simple correlation coefficients, 
the K-M-0 index is close to 1, indicating that most of the series-variance is sourced from the lateral collinearity 
of wagon loadings in the dataset. Small values of the statistic on the other hand would indicate that Factor 
Analysis is inappropriate, since the interdependence between any commodity-pair would not be attributable 
to the indirect influence of IR freight adjustments made in respect of other commodities. The K-M-0 index 
thus yields high values if removal of other collinear control variables from the dataset considerably reduces 
the absolute values of the direct or simple correlation coefficients of the correlation matrix. K-M-0 tests run 
individually on W8a, W Ma and W,w matrix loadings for IR show values of 0.86, 0.81 and 0.88 respectively, 
establishing.that most of the interdependence apparent within wagon-loading data matrices occurs because 
of the dominant loading trends in a few bulk commodities and the collinear trends of other commodity 
loadings. 

Table 7.6: Interrelatedness of Gauge-wise IR Commodity-Freight Loadings 1955-56 to 1989-90 
FACTOR ANAL VSIS 

Factors FaCtor scores (Eigenvalues) 
Freight-Mixes f, '· f, f4 fs fa f7 '· f, f,o f,, f,, f,, f,4 f,s 

BG Loadings 10.996 1.457 0.947 0.499 0.395 0.268 0.138 0.085 0.074 0.050 0.034 0.028 0.016 0.010 0.004 
MG Loadings 8.833 2.538 1.452 0.577 0.428 0.305 0.197 0.190 0.135 0.118 0.069 0.062 0.051 0.032 0.014 
AGLoadings 10.524 1.756 0.934 0.575 0.387 0.291 0.176 0.102 0.069 0.057 0.05 0.038 0.024 0.010 0.006 

BG % Variance 73.3 9.7 6.3 3.3 2.6 1.8 0.9 0.6 0.5 0.3 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.0 
MG % Variance 58.9 16.9 9.7 3.8 2.9 2.0 1.3 1.3 0.9 0.8 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.1 
AG % Variance 70.2 11.7 6.2 3.8 2.6 1.9 1.2 0.7 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.0 

BG%CumVar 73.3 83.0 89.3 92.7 95.3 9Z1 98.0 98.6 99.1 99.4 99.6 99.8 99.9 100.0 100.0 
MG%CumVar 58.9 75.8 85.5 89.3 92.2 94.2 95.5 96.8 97.7 98.5 98.9 99.4 99.7 99.9 100.0 
AG%CumVar 70.2 81.9 88.1 91.9 94.5 96.4 97.6 98.3 98.8 99.1 99.5 99.7 99.9 100.0 100.0 

7.6.1 IR Freight-Adjustment Mixes 
Examination may be made now of the ordered vector solutions fkfor IR commodity-freight loadings derived 
from application of the procedures outlined above. While advancing beyond previous applications of Factor 
Analysis found in the literature, 22 the interpretative model allows insight to be gained into the intergauge 
and intermode freight-adjustments implied in the extracted factors. The Factor Analysis of IR wagon loadings 
in terms of the freight-adjustment model defines 15 adjustment vectors (eigenvectors) U..· each uniquely 
specifying a feasible freight-mix solution fk specifying loading proportions for the 15 commodities on the 
associated IR gauge.[see Table 7.6] While these solutions adjust IR freight capacity to the availability of 
freight in order to minimise the slack in transport, they also amount statistically to the reallocation of the 
variances in the dataset among the 15 loaded commodities under consideration. The degree to which overall 
series-variance is offset by the freight-adjustment is indicated by the diagonal elements fk'fk E F f .. f which 
define the factor scores or eigenvalues for each eigenvector solution. Since the standardising transformation 
of the data prior to Factor Analysis has unitised the variances of dataseries so that the sum of variances over 
all series is now 15, reassignment of variance by adjustments of commodity loadings by IR expressed in the 
freight-mix can be expressed in ratio or percentage to this. Comparison of the factor scores then allows 
assessment of the degree of compaction in commodity-freight loadings that can be attributed to each IR 
freight-mix, with these being stated accordingly as variances and cumulative variances in the table below. 

Consideration may first be made of the factor scores derived on the AG wagon-loading dataset. By nature, 
these arise from the joint apportionment of BG as well as MG freight capacity by IR among different 
commodities as part of the overall freight-mix adjustment, and thus subsume the spatial aspect. A considerable 
degree of compaction is immediately noticeable here, with as much as 91.9 percent of overall series variance 
being attributable to just the first four freight solutions. Factors beyond f7 in fact contribute very insignificantly 
to overall variation in IR wagon loadings, indicating that the dimensionality of theIR wagon-loading data 
can be considerably reduced without sustaining information-loss, by narrowing the freight focus to a subset 
of the important commodities that are carried by railway. Well over two-thirds of variability in the AG 
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freight-series is attributable to the single freight-mix f1 and to the freight-adjustments a 1 that are made within 
its ambit. While offsetting a fairly credible proportion of the overall series variance, the freight-mix f

2
, 

following from the orthogonality property, is adopted in a freight situation unrelated to the one to which f
1 

bears reference, and f3 - again unrelated to f2 - is able to address a fair proportion of the residual variance. 

Table 7.7: Vector Coefficients for First Three IR Freight-Mixes 
(sorted on the absolute AG coefficient scale) 

8G MG AG 
Factor1 Factor2 Factor3 Factor1 Factor2 Factor3 Factor1 Factor2 Factor3 

a1f9GJ ~(BGJ a, tool ~fliiGJ ~fliiGJ a,fliiGJ a1(AG} ~(AG} ~(AG} 

lORE 0.974 :0.103 0.102 0.647 0.648 -0.082 -0.973 -0.097 0.113 
OSEEDS -0.954 -0.084 0.078 0.955 -0.213 0.034 0.964 -0.044 0.161 
CCOKE 0.944 0.269 0.095 0.504 0.762 0.129 -0.945 0.281 . -0.044 
RCOTT -0.950 0.020 -0.107 0.901 0.010 0.246 0.940 -0.108 0.059 
OMORE 0.927 -0.082 0.167 0.690 -0.026 -0.464 -0.921 0.003 0.209 
SCANE -0.930 0.255 -0.110 0.883 -0.237 -0.183 0.917 0.235 0.100 
MNORE -0.824 0.326 0.134 0.795 -0.267 0.296 0.890 0.209 0.088 
COTTMF -0.908 0.314 -0.174 0.548 -0.724 0.180 0.885 0.258 -0.304 
TEA -0.863 -0.069 0.338 0.931 0.106 0.181 0.873 -0.152 0.338 
CEMENT 0.849 0.352 0.222 -0.513 0.705 -0.045 -0.862 0.293 0.100 
RJUTE -0.859 -0.242 0.314 0.961 0.135 0.009 0.858 -0.178 0.428 
GPULSES 0.901 0.267 0.017 0.545 0.106 -0.746 -a.n1 0.456 0.086 
I STEEL 0.836 -0.263 0.294 0.852 0.374 -0.104 -0.713 -0.256 0.564 
JUTEMF 0.487 -0.478 -0.648 0.601 0.329 0.596 -0.109 -0.838 -0.320 
SUGAR 0.405 0.731 -0.232 0.900 -0.236 -0.200 0.498 0.610 0.012 

Explained Freight Variation 

Vanance 10.996 1.457 0.947 8.833 2.538 1.452 10.524 1.756 0.934 
%Variance 73.30 9.71 6.32 58.89 16.92 9.68 70.16 11.71 6.23 

% CumVar 73.30 83.02 89.33 58.89 75.81 85.49 70.16 81.86 88.09 

However, the AG freight-mixes as such represent the cumulative commodity loading-position of IR, and 
depend on the base figures for wagons loaded on the two IR gauges. Comparison of AG, BG and MG factor 
scores from this perspective is therefore both warranted as well as instructive. The table shows that BG 
wagon loadings, which comprise by far the bulk of AG freight loadings, display a sharper response to the 
freight adjustment, with the flfHUJ , f218c;1 and f311m1 

ve<;tors subsuming 89.3 percent of series-variance, compared 
to 88.1 percent for AG loadings. Nevertheless the main component of this, i.e. 73.3 percent, is accounted for 
by the freight-mix f 111m1 

and is higher than that for f
11

AG/ , reflecting the strongly polarised pattern of IR's BG 
freight operations arising from the focus on bulk-freight. The next two freight adjustments however absorb 
lower proportions of series-variance than they did for AG, indicating that most of the freight-adjustment 
made in situations when bulk traffic does not materialise in the desired proportion takes place in the MG 
segment of IR's. freight operations. Accordingly, although the compaction of series-variance is also quite 
credible for MG commodity loadings, with 85.5 percent being absorbed by the first three freight-mix solutions, 
the distribution of series-variance over f 11Muf , f21MGJ and f31Mut freight-mix vectors is radically different, and 
while the first solution which corresponds to high bulk loadings on the BG segment offsets only 58.9 percent 
of the freight variation, the second and third freight adjustments individually offset as much as 16.9 percent 
and 9.7 percent, respectively. 

The individual adjustment vectors a
1

, ~and a
3 
defined by the three principal AG freight-mixes in Table 7.7 

are plotted in simulated 3-space in Fig. 7.2 below to illustrate the interdependencies of IR loadings of 
commodity-freight within the freight adjustment adjustment process. Closer understanding of the gaugewise 
nature of IR freight adjustments is obtained from separate 3-space simulations of the three principal IR 
freight-loading mixes represented by the f11 .. 1 

, f21 .. 1 
and f

31 
.. 
1 

vectors for AG, BG and MG operations, which 
are plotted subsequently as topological surfaces in Figs.7.3, 7.4 and 7.5. For better clarity, the freight
adjustment vectors in these plots for each lR gauge are viewed as topologies from forward as well as reversed 
viewpoints, so that the sequence of commodity-freight adjustments in the three freight-adjustment vectors 
can be visually ordered relative to each other. 
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The 3-space simulations clearly show the commodity clusterings in the three commodity-freight adjustments 
that IR most commonly has to make in its loading operations over all railway gauges in the face of its 
freighting constraints and the traffic offer availability of freight traffic. In the most common freight situation 
which explains over 70 percent of the variance in the AG dataset, freight shortfalls in major bulk commodities 
like coal & coke, cement, iron ore and iron & steel, as well as grams & pulses and jute manufactures have to 
be compensated by increased loading of oilseeds, raw cotton, raw jute, sugarcane, cotton manufactures, 
sugar, tea and manganese ores. Since the shortfalls of bulk-freight create operational slack on the BG network, 
MG feeder-freight flows have to be accepted in a return to the classic mode of feeder-and-trunk freight 
operations on the Indian railway network. Less commonly and accounting for around 11 percent of loading 
variations, IRis ableto substantially increase its bulk-freight loadings of coal & coke, cement and grams & 
pulses. Because of gauge-wise interconnections and changes in directional leads, the resulting pattern of 
slacks on the freight network also permits increased MG loading of sugar and sugarcane, and cotton 
manufactures, but the loading of iron ore & iron & steel as well as oilseeds, raw cotton, raw jute, tea and jute 
manufactures remains short. The least common freight situation which accounts for just over 6 percent of 
series variance, occurs when IR loadings of iron & steel are the highest with adequate loading of other major 
bulk commodities. In this freight situation, which IR would aspire to most, the freight loadings of all other 
commodities are also adequate with the exception of cotton and jute manufactures, leaving little freight 
slack on the IR system. The exercise undertaken above also brings out the implied characteristics of freighting 
adjustments which have been determined by changes in the composition of IR wagonfleets. In Fig.7.2, 
therefore, the adjustment planes of IR freight-capacity reallocation under the three principal freight situations 
encountered by IR are thus seen to effectively triangularise the freight adjustments between triads of 
commodities that can normally be freighted on an identical wagon-type. 

The analytical findings from Table 7.7 may thus be summarised as follows. The freight situation that IR 
generally aspires to serve accords overwhelming priority to railway bulk-freight operations because of plan 
objectives as well as the structural composition of the IR wagon fleet that has evolved over time. When these 
traffic expectations are met, the MG freight operations extend in part to the transhipments necessitated by 
upstream traffic flows on the BG network, and accordingly exhibit less variation. However when a shortfall 
in BG loadings occurs, freight-mix adjustments are proportionately higher on the MG network, which as 
earlier noted accounts for the major part of commodity loadings in agricultural products and agriculturally
sourced raw materials. Because of the regional distribution of originating freight, the freight-adjustment 
probably also involves changes in the spatial direction of traffic flows as well, since while short loadings of 
iron ore or coal cannot actually be compensated by increased loadings of other freight from the same originating 
points, the specialisation in the IR wagonfleet prevents the traffic slack from being fully covered. In such 
circumstances, scope remains for further freight adjustment down the line, which is adequately captured by 
the additional freight-mix solutions- the main adjustments invariably being made on the MG freight network. 
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Turning attention now to the adjustments in individual commodity loadings identified by the vectors a..,q __ 
1 

in 
the table, it is seen that the freight-mix solutions discussed earlier imply nonidentical commodity-loading 
adjustments for gaugewise IR freight operations, with the respective BG and MG loadings also being partially 
interdependent depending on which freight offer is actually confronted by IR. The first point for consideration 
while assessing the freight-mixes fkdefined by these adjustments relates to the mathematical sign sported by 
individual commodity-loading coefficients, which in the table are aligned in descending absolute order of 
the coefficients in a..,qAGJ. As such, while two clustered or vertically contiguous coefficients in the table 
having different mathematical signs may represent similar proportionate adjustments in freight loadings of 
associated commodities, the direction of the adjustments are opposite, with loadings of one commodity 
expanding at the expense of the other. For the freight-mix f 11 __ 

1 
over all railway gauges, the impact of IR 

freight focus on a core group of bulk commodities comprising iron ore and other metallurgical ores as well 
as iron & steel, along with coal and cement is principally felt on BG freight operations. However, because of 
either extreme regionalisation of production or surplus, three commodities from other sectors of the economy, 
namely grams & pulses, sugar and jute manufactures, maintain their presence in IR freight. Of these, the 
presence of the last two might be classified as more of a toehold, but the status of grams & pulses in BG 
freight is far more important. Over time and with network expansion, there has in fact been a gravitation of 
the traditional traffic in sugar and grams & pulses from the MG to the BG network for distributional reasons 
affecting the entire country. However, while freight loadings in grams & pulses and jute manufactures have 
been able to graft themselves almost entirely to IR's BG operations, as also noted in the previous chapter, a 
considerable part of the long-lead traffic in sugar has in fact left the IR network and is now distributed by 
road, as evinced by modal-share figures for the roadways of over 65 percent of the net tonne-km traffic, 
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In obvious contrast however is the impact of IR's bulk-freight focus on traffic emanating from agriculture 
and other allied economic sectors. In this case, the order of traffic decline is also invariably very high 
illustrating the freight tradeoff between bulk and non-bulk commodities in IR freight operations. Interpreting 
the adjustments jointly with their gauge-wise implications, when adequate traffic in preferred commodities 
materialises on IR's BG network, the freight-mix adjustment demands that a substantial proportion of freight 
capacity be drawn away from other categories of commodity freight. This has its strongest impact on the 
traditional traffic in agriculturally-sourced commodities, which is felt particularly on the MG network because 
of the low degree of specialisation in its wagonfleet. The only commodity therefore that retains importance 
in MG railway freight is cement, mainly because of the localisation of surplus production and the country
wide needs, but also - importantly - because the normal mode of carriage for cement is the covered wagon 
designed for general carriage, which is a major workhorse of the MG wagonfleet. The high allocation of MG 
freight capacity to cement however causes sharp displacements of other MG traffic, particularly in originating 
loadings of a number of agricultural raw materials and products which once fed theIR freight network when 
the MG lines were evolved as regional feeders. Obviously, such categories of traffic are displaced to the 
roadways at much higher freight-costs. It is also a characteristic of the MG freight adjustment that ~apacity 
continues to be heavily assigned to other bulk commodities like ores or coal, even though their loadings have 
declined marginally over time. Again, the main factor contributing to this is the less-specialised M G wagon fleet 
which, while it is able to cater to increasing loadings of cement with its covered wagons, must draw these 
away from the general freight categories, and is unable to adequately address the needs of other bulk-freight 
both because of the lack of technical adaptation and the absolute shortage in the MG wagon fleet. 
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In the cumulative AG freight operations therefore, the BG bulk trends predominate, and very little difference 
exists in the sorting order of BG and ACJ: commodity coefficients. The magnitudes of these coefficients are 
however altered by the cumulative effect of MG freight operations. It is seen in fact that the basic carryover 
traffic from BG to MG in the normal freight situation comprises cement and coal & coke, since the adjustment 
coefficients for these commodities in the overall IR freight-mix are higher than those for the BG freight-mix. 
However in every other freight-category, the adjustment coefficients decline from BG to AG, indicating the 
less polarised nature of IR freight operations in these freight-commodities across the country. Of the other 
commodities, only loadings of grams & pulses, manufactured jute, sugar, and to a very limited extent tea, 

· prove consistent with the rising trends in core bulk traffic, again because the regional production flows and 
distribution leads of these commodities can utilise the MG turnaround capacity on the covered wagons that 
have been used for the outward transportation of cement. Since other commodity traffic is not as ~imilarly 
adapted either in its point of origin or effective lead, IR MG freight capacity cannot adjust to its requirements. 

A new freight-mix adjustment emerges however when freight demands do not materialise in the expected 
form. In the bulk group, such a situation particularly reflects short loadings of commodities required or 
produced by the metallurgical group of industries, since the freight adjustment lowers the freighting capacity 
assigned by IR to traffic in iron ore and other metal ores, as well as to finished iron & steel in such cases. 
With traffic in iron & steel being a notable moneyspinner in IR freight operations, short loadings of this 
commodity inevitably require that aggressive increases take place in loadings of other commodities, both in 
order to remove slack from the system and to make up for revenue losses. Accordingly, the freight adjustment 
made in AG loadings strives to focus on light industrial categories with long traffic leads, such as sugar and 
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cotton manufactures, as well as on sugarcane traffic which feeds the sugar industry. Besides a parallel 
increase in coal loadings, the other major loading-adjustment is made in cement, which offers the advantage 
of perennial and countrywide demand along with relatively high tariff rates. Short loadings of meta Uurgical 
commodities have a much stronger impact on BG freight, because of specialisation in the BG wagon fleet. A 
technical slack of this kind cannot wholly be offset, and while the BG adjustment occurs mainly in the 
spatially-complementary loading segments of cement and sugar which can both be freighted in covered 
wagons, the second BG freight-mix defined by f

21
_
8

c;
1 

is unable to absorb more than a modicum of the 
residual variation in the series. In contrast, freight loadings on the MG network show considerable adaptation 
of the loadings in agricultural commodities and account for the difference between AG and BG freight 
loading patterns, thus making up a part of the slack being experienced by IR. 

The third freight situation in the table reflects the gauge-wise freight-mixes subsumed within f
31 

__ 
1 

• The 
material difference in this freight situation is that where the materialisation of traffic from the metallurgical 
industries has been relatively adequate, there are short loadings of important bulk commodities like cement 
and coal as well as of important agriculture-dependent freight, which mimics in part the freight offer that 
might exist during and after a year that has been adverse for agriculture. The burden of adjustment to this 
again falls in larger measure on agricultural and other bulk and non-bulk commodity loadings by the MG 
network, while the slack on the BG traffic segment of IR operations is made more severe by the specific 
slack in the utilisation of coal wagons, and by the lack of cement traffic which causes a shortage of turnaround 
wagons for the movement of sugar, jute manufactures and grams & pulses. Whi~e in revenue terms, this 
freight situation may not be as adverse as the second because of the good loadings of metallurgical commodities 
that still obtain, the highest fall would take place in tonnages because of short loadings of coal which is by 
far the most important single commodity to IR freight operations. 

In sum, therefore, freight-adjustment by IR takes place over three major commodity mixes, which though 
not wholiy coincident in time because of the different orders of variance subsumed within each, reflect the 
freight offer situations obtaining from three principal states within the Indian economy. In the first situation, 
which is the most usual, the economy displays fair levels of core and basic industrial production. IR freight 
capacity is accordingly adjusted towards the carriage of bulk-freight with long traffic leads, and in fact 
accommodates only those other commodities which can provide reverse traffic with similar leads. The 
second economic state and the resulting freight offer emerges when there is a major setback in the metallurgical 
segment of industries, even when other economic sectors are still performing creditably. Because the strong 
infrastructurallinkages of railways across most of the world with the evolution of mining and metallurgical 
industry, a considerable freight slack consequently emerges, which remains unattended if the wagonfleet 
does not have an adequate complement of general-purpose wagons. Thus while the railways underperform, 
a considerable part of the freight demand in the country goes abegging, mainly because of specialised 
underutilisation of the railway wagon fleet. The third and relatively more infrequent state of the economy 
extends in a period when the production and offtake of metallurgical industries is high, but there is slack in 
other core industrial sectors arising from shortage of basic production inputs like coal or cement. Since such 
shortages also affect downstream activity in other manufacturing sectors of the economy and create 
recessionary conditions, the railways have to fall back on primary movement of agricultural and agro-based 
freight to overcome the traffic slack. 

The commodity-freight patterns of the IR wagon-loading dataset may also be examined in relation to the 
economic sectors from which they originate or are destined to, or in other words as the input and output 
flows between coordinated pairs of economic activities. Using the sectoral classifications adopted in the 
preceding chapter, the wagon-loading series may thus be regarded as representing originating freight-flows 
of primary and secondary outputs from the mining & heavy industrials sector and the light industrials sector, 
and also of essential commodities, raw materials and agro products from the agricultural sector. Viewing the 
commodity-freight trends in this light, the factors underlying structural change in the IR freight-base appear 
to relate to the transport policy stress on bulk railway movements of the basic inputs originating from the 
Indian mining sector to core heavy industries, and also on downstream bulk movement of the industrial 
outputs originating from heavy industry. Consequently, IR freight loadings of these commodity-groups 
have shown tremendous increase over the 35-year timeframe spanned by the wagon-loading dataset. The 
principal freight tradeoff on this account has been with light industrials, and the agro-based commodity
group comprising unprocessed or processed outputs of agricultural origin. 
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In spite of the increasing emphasis on bulk movement of mining and heavy industrials, the social obligation 
carried by the railways on account of being in the public-sector commits IR to the freightage of several 
essential commodities mostly originating from agriculture for distribution across the entire country, this 
historic pattern harking back to the advent of railways in India as an instrument for famine alleviation and 
price control.[see ch2].Such freight-flows involve social burdens from subsidised and cross-subsidised freight
rates, causing the related freight operation to run a loss. An instance of this is the railway freightage of 
sugarcane to the sugar mills, estimated to involve a subsidisation loss amounting to nearly 11 percent of the 
gross social burden borne by IR, which is then recovered in part through cross-subsidisation from other 
commodity-freight.24 Since all freight of non-bulk or destructible nature must usually be hauled on general
purpose covered wagons whose presence in the IR wagonfleet is limited, the obligation of maintaining such 
essential fre~ght-flows under social imperatives causes further freight displacement of light industrials, raw 
materials and agroindustrial outputs to the roadways. Thus whatever agricultural commodity-freight is carried 
by IR competes for the scarce freighting capacity that might otherwise be utilised by light industry, with the 
balance of competition eventually being decided by prevailing social imperatives and freight rates. Finally, 
since greater importance is attached by IR to strategic raw material flows than to the freight-flows of light 
industrial products, all industry other than key PSUs and heavy industrial units is put through a freighting 
squeeze that escalates transportation costs and eventually tells on the overall cost-economics of industrial 
production. Thus in sum, the freight services offered by IR no longer span the gamut of inputs and products 
required by the economy. 

7.6.2 Interdependence in IR Commodity-wadings 
Although the freight-adjustment model developed for IR wagon-loadings adequately captures the process 
by which IR freight-mixes are adapted to changing freight offers in different economic situations, the 
adjustment process is neither smooth nor seamless, because of lumpiness in IR capacity variables as well as 
in the commodity-flows. An area for further investigation thus relates to the longterm adaptations that are 
made by individual commodity-freight flows in response to IR's pe,riodic inability to provide the required 
freight service, which has been seen to depend principally on aggregate IR freighting capacity as well as on 
IR wagonfleet composition. Several additional constraints can indirectly limit the ability of IR to supply 
wagons of the required type in the requisite numbers that match the freight demands of the consigners. 
These include the current line capacities and sectional trainspeeds of the IR route-network, as well as the 
originating and destination points of prior freight consignments which decide the directional flows and 
make wagon rakes available for the loading of new freight on subsequent turnaround journeys. In the face of 
such additional constraints, the railway freight system continually operates against an unpredictable traffic 
slack, and must maintain excess system and freighting capacity in order to adapt smoothly to changes in 
freight offers. But because of critical capacity shortages that have been precipitated by underfunding ofiR's 
capital needs under the FYPs, the IR freight system has to adapt to the changing freight offer without the 
insulation that would have been provided by wagonfleet adequacy. Further, because of progressively increasing 
freight-specialisation within theIR wagonfleet, the general freight services now provided by IR can only 
adapt within a narrow range to changes in the critical flows of bulk-freight commodities. Consequently, the 
commodity-loadings by IR have become highly interdependent, and the loading trends of bulk commodities 
have appreciable influence on the wagon-loadings of other commodity-freight across the entire IR route
network. 

The impact of such constraints is captured in the collinearity of commodity-loading series in theIR wagon
loading dataset. The collinearity indicates in substance that IR wagon-loadings for most commodities are 
not determined instantaneously by the freight offer from the producing sectors, and also depend strongly or 
weakly as the case may be, on the interrelated wagon-loading trends of other commodities on the IR route
network. This is borne out statistically by the high degree of intercommodity correlation observed in the off
diagonal elements of the correlation matrices for BG, MG and AG wagon-loadings in Tables 6.2b., 6.3b.and 
7 .5b. The K-M-0 statistic, which provides a test for the adequacy of the freight-adjustment model based on 
this, also conceptually shows that most of the interdependence apparent in the simple correlation coefficients 
between any pair of IR commodity-loadings in the correlation matrices is explained by the interdependence 
of these with other IR commodity loadings. K-M-0 values of 0.86, 0.81 and 0.88 for BG. MG and AG 
respectively, accordingly lend themselves to further interpretation based on the fact that the order of values 
of the statistic suggest that interdependence of IR commodity-loadings is greater in BG freight operations 
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than in MG freight operations, and is thus highest for cumulative AG offerings where the gauge-wise 
commodity-loading patterns have to interact with each other. The alternating coefficient signs in the freght
adjustment vectors a., that define each freight-mix solution fk also indicate the sequence of interdependent 
commodity-freight adjustments that must be made by IR in order to respond to the freight offer that prevails 
in the given economic situation. Consequently, the loading patterns of the different freight commodities 
become interdependent and create collinearity within the gaugewise and crossgauge wagon-loading datasets. 

The pattern of interdependence between the commodity-loading trends, which captures the group behaviour 
of these series, is of considerab_le interest since it identifies which interdependent commodity groups have 
either gained or lost importance in the course of the evolution of IR freight operations over the period under 
review. This behaviour may be interpreted from the communality attached to each commodity-loading series 
in standard SPSS output, which statistically reports the proportion of variance in each individual commodity
loading series that can be explained by its covariances with other collinear commodity-loading series. The 
scaling of communalities by order of magnitude of explained variances also identifies the dominant commodity 
whose freight-loadings exercise the greatest influence on the loading of other commodities by IR 

Table 7.8 presents the comparative results on commodity-interdependence in the BG, MG and AG wagon
loading datasets obtained after applying the IR freight-adjustment model to the data. Because of the 
orthogonality of successive freight-adjustment vectors, a communality can be assigned to a specific commodity 
in each freight-mix on the basis of its commodity-dominance within the concerned freight-adjustment vector, 
keeping in mind that the model is being applied to standardised wagon-loading ·data after centering and 
dispersion adjustments have been made. Standardisation of the wagon-loading datasets brings the pure 
variational trends of individual commodity-loadings to light and draws as much attention to decreasing 
wagon-loading trends as it ·does to increasing trends, since the absolute magnitude of wagon-loadings for 
each commodity are discounted. 

The commodity-loading series which accounts for the highest communality in each freight-adjustment vector 
~has been identified in the table by the relative magnitude of interdep_endent commodity variances it explains 
for each of the successive freight -mixes fk. An important observation from the table is that no change occurs 
in the order of commodity-dominance in the communalities for the BG, MG and AG wagon-loading datasets, 
indicating that commodity-freight interrelatedness remains identical between the two IR gauges, even though 
the relative proportions of variance explained by each dominant commodity change somewhat. This indicates 
that although the dominant commodity-loadings on IR's BG freight operations leave a strong stamp on MG 
freight operations, some measure of gauge-autonomy still exists on the MG system, and ties in closely with 
the earlier observation from the K-M-0 statistic which had revealed that BG and AG freight operations by 
IR show greater commodity-interdependence than MG freight operations. In any case, two dominant bulk
commodities, namely cement and coal & coke account for the greatest proportion of longterm variations in 
IR wagon-loading trends, although the proportion of explained variance is cumulatively less in the case of 
MG freight operations. 

Table 7.8: Analysis of Commodity-Interdependence In IR Freight AdJustments 
BG, MG & AG Wagon-Loadings 

IR CommOditY with Percentage o1 Vanance Exe!_amed 
Freigh_t-mix Greatest Commmunality MG BG AG 

Freight-mix 1, Cement 58.9 73.3 70.2 
Freight-mix f2 Coal &Coke 16.9 9.7 11.7 
Freight-mix f3 Cotton Manufactures 9.7 6.3 6.2 
Freight-mix f4 Raw Cotton 3.8 3.3 3.8 
Freight-mix f, Grams & Pulses 2.9 2.6 2.6 
Freight-mix f0 

Iron Ore 2.0 1.8 1.9 
Freight-mix f7 Iron & Steel 1.3 0.9 1.2 
Freight-mix f, Jute Manufacures 1.3 0.6 0.7 
Freight-mix f0 

Raw Jute 0.9 0.5 0.5 
Freight-mix f,0 

Manganese Ore 0.8 0.3 0.4 
Freight-mix f 11 

Oilseeds 0.5 0.2 0.3 
Freight-mix f,2 

Other Metal Ores 0.4 0.2 0.3 
Freight-mix f 13 

Sugar 0.3 0.1 0.2 
Freight-mix f ,. Sugarcane 0.2 0.1 0.1 
Freight-mix f ,, Tea 0.0 0.0 0.0 
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While both cement and coal & coke have gained critical importance in IR freight operations and have 
displaced other freight from theIR freight-mix, the next group of commodities that account for the greatest 
proportion of commodity-interdependence in the freight-mixes f

3 
and f

4 
are cotton manufactures & raw 

cotton, both of which are low-bulk commodities that have lost considerable ground in IR freight operations 
and are also vertically related to each other by direct input-output linkage. In fact, such vertical production 
linkages are found elsewhere in the table of ordered communalities over all IR gauges, although sometimes 
with their input-output order reversed, for iron ore and iron & steel, jute manufactures and raw jute, and 
sugar & sugarcane. The intuitively appealing reason for the presence of such closely associated input-output 
linkages in the order of commodity-freight communalities appears to be the assurance of turnaround traffic 
to the railways, Nevertheless, from visual examination of series-behaviour in theIR wagon-loading datasets, 
it is seen that the wagon-loadings in the cotton group have moved antisymrnetrically to increased cement 
and coal & ooke loadings, and again that wagon-loadings in jute group have declined while iron ore and iron 
& steel loadings have been increasing. Interdependent commodity-freight behaviour of this type gives notable 
insight into the sectoral displacements of commodity-freight in IR freight operations, as a result of the 
increasing IR focus on bulk-freight. 

From the numeric variances in Table 7.6 which have reapportioned the total standardised variances of the 
BG, MG and AG wagon-loading datasets over 15 alternative freight-mixes fk, it is seen that the degree of 
data compaction achieved by the freight-adjustment model is quite good, with over 70 percent of total 
variance in the AG dataset being explained by f 11,.,G1 

alone. Even higher compactio1_1 with over 73 percent of 
total variance being explained in the BG dataset is achieved by f 118GJ alone. Although commodity-loading 
patterns oil IR's MG network are less interdependent, over 58. percent percent of total variance in the MG 
dataset is explained by f 11MGf alone. In all three cases, IR commodity-freight loading patterns of cement play 
the decisive role in determining the freight loadings of other commodities. The first four freight-mixes f

1 
to 

f
4 

listed in the table explain cumulative variances [CumVar in Table 7.6] of around or over 92 percent for 
BG and AG, and over 89 percent for MG. 

Viewing this jointly with the communalities for the first four freight-mixes in Table 7.8 above, it is noted 
that although .the proportional dominance of cement and coal & coke in determining the freight-loading 
patterns of other commodities differs significantly between IR's BG and MG freight operations, and increasing 
MG loading trends of coal & coke cause more disruption in other MG commodity-freight flows than they do 
on BG, the freight-flow that has been displaced by increased cement and coal & coke loading on both IR 
gauges has mainly comprised commodities in the cotton group. The latter commodities were important 
traditional constituents of IR low-bulk freight which were carried over reversed lead distances and very long 
journey leads through combined feeder and trunk operations over both IR gauge networks, and accordingly 
show similar orders of displacement in both BG and MG freight operations. Consequently, the proportion of 
freight variances cumulatively explained by the first four freight-mixes f 1 to f 4 , which collectively acc6unt 
for the displacement of long-lead IR freight in the cotton group by increased bulk-loading of cement and 
coal & coke, becomes more or less identical after f4 for both BG and MG freight operations, indicating that 
freight adjustments in MG commodity-loadings have been made to accommodate the new patterns of 
dominance in BG bulk-freight. Since such freight displacement has occurred in the highly-rated low-bulk 
segment , the utility of this exercise for understanding the broad patterns by which the changing freight
focus of IR has radically altered the railway presence in the Indian freight market becomes self-evident 

7.6.3 Commodity Dominance & IR Freighting Capacity 
Broader understanding of commodity dominance and displacement patterns in IR freight operations can 
thus be obtained through joint analysis of the commodity communaliities listed for each freight-mix fk in 
Table 7 .8. Since under the freighting constraints of the IR system, the underlying variances in the standardised 
wagon-loading datasets are as much the reflection of commodity-freight substututlon as they are of increasing 
lR bulk-freight volumes, the communalities in the table help to identify the commodities which have gained 
freight dominance as well as the commodities they have displaced. 

Cement, which has the highest interdependence with the loadings of other IR commodity-freight, is a strategic 
bulk-commodity with widely-distributed demand. It is therefore carried over a relatively long average lead 
of 723km25 by combined freight operations on both IR gauges, and is distributed from the nearest cement 
plants to locations all over the country. Since India is not entirely spanned by BG rail-links, a significant 
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amount of cement traffic is still carried over MG, and the wagon-loadings for cement in the datasets would 
account for a large number of MG-BG and BG-MG transhipments in addition to loadings of originating 
freight. Since cement requires safe carriage in general-purpose covered railway wagons whose proportion in 
theIR wagonfleet is short, increasing freight-flows of cement over theIR network restrict the availability of 
such wagons for other general freight except on reversed leads, and displace several other commodities 
from theIR freight-mix. Consequently, the interdependence of other IR commodity-loadings with the loadings 
of cement is very high, and is captured in the associated communality for cement. From the proportionate 
difference in the magnitudes of BG and M G communalities for cement, it becomes clear that the commodity
displacement resulting from increased cement loading is much greater in IR's BG freight operations than it 
is on MG. Two reasons would underlie this. With the BG freight-mix being polarised around a limited 
number of bulk-commodities, the loading and directional leads of cement simultaneously affect the assignment 
of freighting capacity by IR to other competing freight-flows to a greater extent, particularly in the general
freight segments. On MG freight operations where the freight-mix is more diversified, the degree of freight 
competition between cement and other general freight-flows is lower and accounts for less commodity 
displacement. Until the unlikely event occurs of conversion of the entire IR route-network to BG through 
pipe-dream projects like UNIGAUGE, the increasing freight-flows of cement will require the acquisition of 
adequate covered wagon capacity by IR to preempt the displacement of other general freight, and will also 
require the maintenance of wagonfleet adequacy on the MG network. 

Ranking second by the proportion of interdependent commodity-freight variati~ns it explains is coal & 
coke, IR's most important bulk-freight commodity both in terms of tonnage volumes and earnings, which is 
also carried over a relatively long average freight lead of 626km.26 With IR wagon-loadings of coal & coke 
showing tremendous increase during the period under review, IR wagon fleet capacity has adapted accordingly 
by acquiring a growing complement of specialised BOXN wagons designed exclusively for the carriage and 
mechanised handling of coal. Partly as a result of this increasing wagon specialisation, IR freight operations 
have become less diversified over time, and the loadings of coal & coke which initially accounted for around 
a third of all IR wagon-loadings have now risen proportionately to. around one half. While in gross terms, 
this has led t_o the decreasing importance and displacement of several other commodity-freight flows, the 
manner of commodity-displacement differs from that in the case of cement since it has also involved the 
displacement of general freighting capacity in the IR wagonfleet by specialised BOXN freighting capacity 
dedicated to the carriage of coal, which is not suited to the carriage of commodity-freight in other forms. 
Consequently, the nature of IR freight-adjustment in the wagon-loadings of other commodities also differs 
when there are variations in coal & coke loadings. In BG freight-operations, other commodity-freight flows 
are displaced by line saturation when there is heavy traffic in coal & coke, both on the leading journey as 
well as on the turnaround when the returning BOXN rakes often have return empty. Consequently, IR's BG 
bulk-freight operations in coal & coke have increasingly taken a closed-circuit form, since they are specialised 
towards the efficient running of full trainloads of this commodity and no other commodity-freight enters the 
circuits. Both in times when there is high and hurried handling as well as in times when there is short-loading 
of coal, the resultant slack caused by the displacement of other freight traffic shows up in physical terms on 
the BG system in the form of empty wagon-kilometres run.27 

Coal & coke is still carried in bulk over IR's MG network, and with the bulk tariff-rates charged by IR still 
being more favourable than the charges for alternative road haulage, slackening in MG loadings of coal & 
coke has not been as sharp as witnessed in many other commodities. However, since the MG wagonfleet is 
not specialised for the handling of coal unlike the BG BOXN wagonfleet, the persistence of coal traffic in 
IR's MG freight operations has probably done more to divert other general commodity-freight flows to the 
roadways, accounting for the relatively higher proportion of intercommodity variances explained by the 
communality for coal & coke in MG freight operations compared to the proportion of variance explained by 
this communality in BG freight. The high proportionate variance for the commodity in AG loadings also 
establishes that these commodity-crosslinkages of coal & coke pervade both the BG and MG freight systems. 

The close interdependence of coal & coke loadings with IR's wagon-loading trends in other heavy mining 
materials is related to the input-linkages of the metallurgical and heavy industrial sector. However, unlike 
the wagon-loadings of coal & coke, iron ore and other metal ores which have closely interdependent trends, 
the wagon-loadings of manganese ore have followed a different trend because of the presence of export 
shipments in addition to domestic use by the steel industry. Over the long period for which the wagon-
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loading dataseries have been studied, the increase in the number of integrated steel plants [ISPs] in the 
country from two to six has led to the location of more steelmaking capacity near the mining pitheads, 
consequently reducing the average freighting leads of iron ore and manganese to 362km and 411km 
respectively.28 This shortening has however been compensated by growing iron ore shipment for export 
because of a mismatch between the outputs of the mining and metallurgical sectors, and also by the long 
average lead-distances of 1162km29 involved in the freighting of finished iron & steel from the ISPs to 
dispersed downstream users such as the automotive industry located at great distances from the mining & 
steel belt. 

Taken together, the cotton group accounts for a significantly high proportion of interdependent commodity 
variances in IR's BG and MG freight operations, although cotton manufacturing has higher communality 
than raw cotton. This is partly explained by locational factors. While the textile industry remains concentrated 
in the extreme west of the country, cotton cultivation has diversified from the Deccan to the deltaic regions 
in the south. On the other hand, the distributive flows of cotton manufactures are not confined to specific 
geographical regions, but are freighted across the entire country. Consequently, a vast difference exists 
between average IR commodity-leads for raw cotton at 2238km and for cotton manufactures and piecegoods 
at 1261km.30 With the leads for raw cotton being too long and the rates unremunerative to interest roadways 
transporters, freight-movements in raw cotton have tended to stay with the railways, while the commercial · 
freight in cotton manufactures has shifted because of greater delivery efficiency to the roadways. The critical 
importance of transit speeds in determining the state of competition between railways and roadways in the 
commercial segment of the general freight market is thus underlined by the longtenn behaviour of IR wagon
loadings in these high-valued freight commodities. For the ffeight-consigner, the relative cost of the freighting 
service includes the cost of loading and transit delays, which in the case of IR freight operations, is escalated 
by trunk-line congestion and notional handling delays caused by the unavailability of adequate wagons. 
Thus, despite approximately equal IR tonne-km tariff-rates for the two cotton commodities, the additional 
cost of delays in moving commercial freight by railway renders this segment of the market contestable, 
enabling the roadways to outcompete IR even with higher average ~reight-charges. 

Nevertheless, although the longterm IR wagon-loading trends of the two commodities have shown a decline 
because of successful roadways competition, the bottomline for this freight competition has not been set by 
the rate-contest but by critical shortages of IR freighting capacity, which reduce IR 's ability to flexibly adjust 
wagon allotments to the current freight-market offer. This becomes evident while studying the commodity
interdependence between the cotton commodities and other commodity-freight. In situations when the freight 
offer from the bulk-freight segment has been short and has freed BG line-capacity, IR loadings of the cotton 
commodities and other independent commodity-freight tend to increase in order to compensate for the loss 
of revenue-earning traffic in other freight-market segments. But the inadequate unavailability of watertight 
covered wagons which minimise the risk of spoilage to high-valued commodity shipments impedes the 
reentry of IR into this market segment. Once again, increasing spe(!ialisation within the IR wagonfleet is 
seen to have divided the aggregate freighting capacity of the IR wagonfleet into discrete, non-substitutable 
compartments. While the current wagonfleet may seem adequate in terms of wagon numbers and aggregate 
freighting capacity, its capacity to meet the freight offer from the highly-rated low-bulk sector has shrunk 
overall, because of freight compartmentalisation. Hence the older manner of freight-adjustment by IR, when 
low-bulk freight flows could be flexibly adjusted to compensate for traffic losses elsewhere has all but 
disappeared. 

Although the communalities for other commodity-freight flows in Table 7.8 appear to be individually 
unimportant, they collectively explain over 7 percent of the intercommodity variance in IR's BG freight 
operations and over 10 percent in MG freight operations. The difference in MG and BG proportions reflects 
the more diversified character of the MG freighting-mix compared to BG. Within these proportions, the 
combined freight-loadings of iron ore and iron & steel account for approximately 3 percent of the 
intercommodity freight variation on both lR gauges, although the commodity-displacement attributable 
them is higher on MG than on BG because of bulk-freight specialisation on the latter gauge. Wagon-loadings 
of grams & pulses which are freighted almost entirely by IRon preferential terms because of their essential 
nature, account almost equally for just under 3 percent of the intercommodity variation, while the loadings 
of the jute group explain 2 percent of the intercommodity variation in MG freight and 1 percent in BG 
freight. 
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The crossgauge implications of the relative levels ofBG and MG commodity-freight loadings on composite 
IR freight operations are captured in the differences in the proportion of intercommodity freight variation 
explained in each freight-mix fk by the dominant commodity, i.e. by the lateral differences between BG 
communalities and the composite AG communalities for each commodity in Table 7.8. Where the proportion 
of such differences is low, the composite AG freight-loading by IR are more polarised around the BG 
freight-loading trends of the given commodity. Except for cement, iron ore and raw cotton which generate 
relatively steady freight streams for IR, freight cyclicity appears to affect all other commodities and is 
particularly high in the bulk commodities in which IR specialises. This has led to alternating coverage of the 
freight offers from other commodities and eventually to their exodus from the IR freight operations, to the 
ultimate profit of the roadways. 

7.6.4 Sectoral Character of IR Commodity-Freight Flows 
A brief sectoral assessment may also be made of the implications that these patterns of commodity-dominance 
and displacement have had on IR's composite freight operations and freight-market share. The intercommodity 
relationships for composite AG wagon-loadings show complementary increase in iron ore loadings with the 
loadings of other metallurgical ores, and with coal & coke and iron & steel. The point is interesting to note, 
since freight-flows in all these commodities have close linkages with the steel industry in India. The 
metallurgical products of other metal industries are important to the production of various ferro-alloys, and 
coal & coke is an important common input in all metallurgical industry. The symmetry between iron ore 

· loadings and freight-flows in iron & finished steel is in character with the downstream linkage that would 
have been expected. Production of iron ore in the country is either in large mechanized mines in the public
sector or in several small manual or semi-manual mines in the private-sector.31 Major freight-flows in iron 
ore are intended mainly for the public-sector ISPs, for export and for the newer private-sector MSPs that 
utilise less energy-intensive electric-arc technology for steelmaking. The steady increase in wagon-loadings 
in iron ore over time to an extent not emulated by the production stream of finished iron & steel indicates 
that the aggregate steelmaking capacity of the country has been outstripped by its mining capacity, leading 
to the channeling of increasing exports of iron ore by the Mines & MineralsTrading Corporation [MMTC] 
through specialised ports like Paradip. It is also pertinent to note that the while the export demand for iron 
ore has outstripped the demand from domestic steelmakers, a piquant situation exists now where the 
downstream demands of engineering industry for special rolled steels are partially being met from imports 
rather than from the ISPs.32 

The upshot is that average IR freighting leads for iron ore have been shortened as iron ore shipments are 
redirected from mine headings to the nearest specialised ports, while the average freighting leads of finished 
iron & steel to the rolling plants and foundries have become considerably longer because of greater dispersal . 
of light engineering industry, which then supplies value-added finished products and castings all over the 
country largely through the roadways. Freight traffic in finished iron & steel from the ISPs has remained 
with IR largely because of the freight-equalisation scheme under which all freight consigners were charged 
equivalent freight-rates, irrespective of the freighting distance, Besides being a means for ensuring regional 
dispersal of the foundry and metalworking industry, the scheme was also visualised as a measure for securing 
captive long-lead bulk traffic from the ISPs to steel stockyards for IR.:13 Although freight-equalisation was 
partially rolled back during the 8FYP because of the deregulation of the Indian steel industry under the new 
economic policy, the cumulative impact of its withdrawal on IR's captive freight-flows from the ISPs has yet 
to be seen. But although there has been a rising transportation demand for the movement of finished engineering 
products like automobiles, and other iron & steel piece-goods from their fabrication points to locations all 
over India, hardly any of this new freight stream is being moved by IR, because of technological specialisation 
and bulk-freight focus in IR freight operations. 

From the analysis, it is seen that the growth of IR freight movements coal & coke, iron ore and iron & steel 
which are strategically connected with the power plants and the steel industry has generally had a displacing 
effect on IR freight-handling of sugarcane and sugar, raw jute, and oilseeds. The retention of grams & pulses 
in IR's composite wagon-loading operations reflects the social compulsions of moving essential commodities 
at preferential tariffs over vast freighting distances from a few specific surplus-producing locations to delivery 
points located all over the country. Although India has achieved self-sufficiency in foodgrains production, 
the principal centres of surplus production are in the northern states and freight movements of essential 
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commodities continue to be made by railway, since the combination of long distances and low tariffs makes 
it unattractive for essential commodities to be carried by the roadways. Only IR is able to make these 
balancing movements equitably ar.d efficiently, and fulfils an important social purpose by doing so. However, 
since IR has to reserve freighting capacity over both gauges in order to make these movements. The balance 
of other agricultural inputs and products show a sharp decline in IR freight handling polarised around the 
decline of M G freight operations, principally because of freight specialisation on IR 's BG trunk network and 
the failure to maintain an adequate wagonfleet for composite freight operations. 

7. 7 Freight Specialisation & IR Freight Share 
Modelling of freight-adjustment by IR through multivariate Factor Analysis methods thus offers considerable 
insight into the interrelationship of IR freight operations with the levels of sectoral and regional economic 
activity that determine the freight offer of the economy. Explanation is also obtained of how certain 
downstream intersectoral freight-flows may shift to alternate transportation modes when the existence of 
critical freighting-capacity shortages on the railway system do not allow IR to respond flexibly to the current 
freight offer. Since a notable role is played in such intermodal traffic shifts by the production lag between 
upstream and downstream economic activity, more insight is now gained into the phenomenon of railway 
freight cyclicity noticed during the phase analysis in the previous chapter.[see Fig.6.3] It had been observed 
that system capacity on IR during the early FYPs had more closely balanced the freight offer from the 
economy because of the rudimentary state of roadways competition and the willingness of IR to add freighting 
capacity well ahead of anticipated demand. The amplitude of freight cycles were consequently smaller 
because MG feeder-freight operations providing balancing freight-flows to theIR network when slowdowns 
in the core sectors created slack on the BG system. In this sense, the existence of freight adequacy on the 
MG network added flexibility to railway freight operations, allowing IR to meet the freight offers from the 
economy more closely. 

The freight market crisis which utlimately increased the amplitude of IR freight cycles occurred because of 
wagonfleet inadequacies following the compartmentalisation o.f freighting capacity through wagon 
specialisation and the slow replacement of averaged wagons after the 3FYP, when traffic slack had been 
observed. Because of the disappearance of freighting-capacity margins, the IR freighting system was unable 
to handle the unanticipated traffic swings that occurred through the 4FYP and SFYP periods when the 
saturation of freighting capacity and freight bottlenecks were first observed. Because of the new priority 
assigned to coal movement, this triggered further wagonfleet specialisation and rendered the complement of 
general-purpose covered wagons in the IR wagonfleet inadequate for meeting the traffic needs of general 
freight because of growing wagon obsolescence. Ultimately, this also led inevitably to the prescription that 
that IR should henceforth focus exclusively on the handling of bulk-freight where it held technological 
advantage, leaving the other segments of the freight market to roadways. While this made engineering sense 
by improving the operational efficiency ofiR's bulk-freight handling, it also ensured IR's diminishing presence 
in the general freight segment, where the newly deregulated roadways mounted a strong contest, spiriting 
away a major part of IR's high-rated traffic share and destroying the elasticity of IR freight revenues. 

Thus the critical role played by adequate and timely investments on railway infrastructure in maintaining the 
competitiveness of railway freight services is made abundantly clear by the Factor Analysis. In the case of 
I R freight operations, the critical investment variable has been the railway wagonfleet, particularly the general
purpose covered wagon. Wagonfleet adequacy in the general freight segment would have protected IR's 
freight share and kept transportation costs in the Indian economy at reasonable levels, while increasing the 
capacity of IR to mobilise internal resources for investment on its own expansion plans without needing 
periodic succour from the public exchequer. The fact that technological concepts of efficiency have prevailed 
over capital and investment efficiency has progressively driven the IR system into further wagon and bulk
freight specialisation to the ultimate detriment of its financial health. 

Considering the findings from the Factor Analysis in a futuristic sense, two strands in the analysis can be 
traced which have bearings on IR's future. Firstly, the pattern of intercommodity relationships observed in 
IR freight operations carries over into the country's potential for industrial and economic growth. The position 
of IR in India's transportation sector is still as important as it once used to be, in the sense that the key inputs 
to the economy comprising mining products and heavy industrials all move on rails. Why this should be so 
is the result of preferential tariffs, national prerogatives and also the need for one PSU to support the others, 
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since by virtue of ownership, the railways, mining and heavy industry are still the preserve of government or 
at least of regulated industry. However, the shift of IR freight-focus over the 35-year period of study from a 
broad spectrum of general freighting services to a narrow specialisation in the carriage of longhaul bulk
freight has told heavily on the financial health and freight efficiency of India's railways. Consequently, the 
roadways have been able to aggressively contest IR's freight-share and make substantial inroads into other 
segments in the freight market, and have had considerable success in bidding away the lucrative break-bulk, 
slow-bulk and piecegoods segments. Since the tariff markup is high on goods freighted by the roadways, the 
surrender of freight in this segment by IR has pushed up industrial and marketing costs, eventually imposing 
its own infrastructural restrictions on the achieveable rates of economic growth. 

Within IR, freight specialisation has carried its own escalating costs since hi-tech investment in long-lead 
bulk-freight operations, comprising wagon upgradation, track & traction augmentations, and switching & 
signals improvement, etc., adds up to sophisticated maintenance needs and greatly-enhanced capital 
requirements, which IR has been unable to mobilise from internal resources. In some sense, freight 
specialisation limi~ all future specialisation because of the capital-crunch. Since the commodities moved in 
this theatre of freight operations are largely basic inputs, raw materials and capital goods, a slowdown has 
occurred in the core sector of the economy, evidence of which is already being noticed today in India's steel 
sector. 

The interweaving of these analytical strands reveals that IR freight specialisation and the resulting freight 
· contests between IR and the roadways combine to raise transportation costs across the entire economy and 
eventually curb the real rates of economic growth. While some effort has recently been expended by IR to at 
least financially recover lost ground through rate rationalisations and tariff revisions, the loss of freighting 
elasticity because of wagonfleet inadequacies has limited the elasticity of IR's revenue earnings from rate
revision. Meanwhile, because of the critical production linkages of the basic and intermediate economic 
sectors that IR freight services largely cater to, this sparks off cost-cascades with far-reaching effects on the 
economy. 

Against this, road-freight operations in the country have grown in scale, but not in resource-efficiency. This 
follows from ·the fact that freighting costs and the tractive effort expended per tonne-kilometre are lowest for 
railways and highest for roadways. Even so, while IR has been denied the capital infusions which would 
have restored freight-equilibrium and operating efficiency to their operations, the roadways have been 
artificially kept afloat by the cross-subsidisation of fuel costs, which destroys the natural optimum in the 
freight market which would have resulted had IR and the roadways been put on an identical footing regarding 
their fuel economics. Moreover, while IR's efforts to induct private capital into the railway-freight sector 
through leasing schemes like OYW for privately-owned rolling stock have mostly gone abegging, the Indian 
leasing market has grown phenomenally through liberal credit schemes for automobile and trucking finance. 
The upshot of this reallocation of financial capital from one competing mode of transportation to the other is 
seen in the freight market. While the number of CVs on the country's roads has multiplied by leaps and 
bounds, the freighting capacity of IR is further constrained by the inability to invest in the acquisition of 
more wagons - the critical units of efficient railway transportation. This is the real manifestation of the 
infrastructural bottleneck in Indian transportation today. 
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